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PREFACE 
The research which has resuited in this dissertation was started 
in ·tP:e .f~Ul of 1949 when I :f'irst enrolled at the Oklahoma Agricul-
tural .a.nd Meehanical College., Professor Charles F. Cameron of the 
.School of Electrical Engineering originally suggested this subjectp 
and'we discussed the v~ious ideas involved at great length. The 
very>nature of the problem intrigued me, and I undertook the task 
of.solving .it .. The thesis which I submitted in 1950 in partial 
ftil.fillment of the requirements for the :Master of Science degree 
contained the findings of the first phase of my researches. 
While the use of complex numbers in the conventional analysis 
of· a-c circuits has many advantages over the trigonometric solutionj 
there exist instances when the rules for manipulating complex num-
be.rs do not yield results that conform with the natural behavior of 
a-c quantities. It is quite customary among textbook writers to 
disregard these discrepancies and merely employ an artifice~ where 
necessary, to obtain the correc-t results. Such an analysis leaves 
much to be desired. 
In this dissertation, I have ignored all previous methods of 
network analysis that employ the complex notation. In conventional 
analysis currents 11 voltages, and impedances are all represented by 
e~ctly the same type of symbols, complex numbers. Since it is 
obvious that these three quantities are not alike, my first objec-
ti ve was ... to find a way to determine the basic na. ture of these 
quantities. Based upon the or:i.ginal work of Gabriel Krong I have 
iii 
shown that current is a contravariant tensor of valence 1 (vector), 
voltage is a covariant tensor of valence l (vector), and impedance is 
a covariant tensor ~f valence 2. These findings are based upon the 
funiarr1ental assumption that the nature of a quantity is determined 
. . ' 
by the manner in which it behayes when the coordinate system in which 
it is represented is subjected to a linear transformationo 
Alternating currents and voltages of a given frequency have two 
degrees of freedom• amplitude and phase. It is convenient to 
represent a branch or mesh current as a single vector. In order to 
accommodate a two-dimensional current by a one-dimensional vector~ 
I conceived the idea of representing alternating currents and vol-
tages by complex vectors. The major portion of this thesis deals 
with the details of a-c network analysis i,vhere the complex vector 
voltages and currents have been e.:x:pressed in equivalent n,i.a.trix form. 
An e:,~ression of appreciation is extended to Dr. Wayne Johnson 
and Dr. Alv·in Pershing for the time which they so generously spent 
discussing details of this re::,earch with me. I am especially grate-
fuJ. to Professor Ch.a.rles F,. Cameron for his guj.dance and counsel 
during the past severa..1 years and for his willingness to serve as 
chairman of my advisory comnittee. Typing such a necessarily 
; 
complicated notation as I have adopted in this thesis on a conven~ 
tional typewriter is quite an accomplish:m.ent. I am deeply indebted 
to my wife for her patience and understanding in mastering the 
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CHAPTER I 
BASIC CONCEPI'S OF A-C CIRCUIT QUANTITlES 
Introduction 
This research is a continuation of a study started by the author 
and Professor Charles Fo Cameron in September~ 19490 The earlier 
efforts on this study t'JUJ..minated in a thes~s submitted by the au.thor 
to fulfill the requirements for the :M:aster of Science Degree in August, 
1950. Frequently throughout this paper 1 references will be made to 
pertinent sections of the thesis submitted in 1950; this thesis Will 
be referred to as the M., s. Thesis. Because of its l?ertinence>the 
Introduction to the M., s. Thesis is reproduced below. 
Introduction.to.M.s. Thesis 
Often in the early development of a particular branch of science? 
rules and regulations will be established which govern the existing 
knowledge of the field at that .. time • Later~ however, invariably many 
new, and sometimes radically different 11 aspects of the science ar~. 
discovered. These newly discovered truths may necessitate modifica= 
tions in the statement of the rules and regulations f ormerl,y esta;b.~ · 
lished, and ·in some ins·tances may even render them void and useless. 
For exrun;ple g the development of the theory of light propaga:tiem <CU1.d 
the flow of light energy is yet to be completely e:iq:ilai:ned,. At, 
present 9 the use of both the Wave and the 'Quant;um Theories are 
required tei e:x:plain all the phenomena of light.. 'I'his is the wa:y that 
knowledge has progressed from ,the very earliest begirming; firs{; t t,he 
most elementary ideas and l:oncepts 1> and then9 as the kno-wr. facts 
increase, the more complex aspects are e:x:plained 9 leading t,o the ul~ 
t:i.ma.te establishment of the science on a firm and sOUi::d theor<ft:ical. 
basis 1r the theory being substantiated by observation a:nd expei•i.rnent. 
The development of the field of electricity and magnetism has 
been no exception to this general rule~ · The first ideas were based 
almost entirely upon e:x:perimental .data, but since that t.il.'ne more 
powerii..1.l mathematical tools have been discovered and developed that 
have tended to clarify and explain the wonders .of electr:lcity. 
1 
2·, 
Mw..y of the presently e:x:.i.sting idf.;!as in the field of alternating 
current. electricity are even yet inconsisteJ:1.t ./'. .. 
The student of elementary electrical technology·learns 011m•s law 
in the symbolic form I = E/R, which is equivalent to the verbal 
statement that the current in an ~lectric circuit is exactly p!'.9:por-
tional to the voltage applied. to it. By assuming the truth of this . . 
statement of the law, the student is e~abled to· solve a large number 
of sim:ple~circu.it problems, and it is not until he progresses a little 
f\:l.rther in hl.s studies that he finds its applications to be limited 
and true only under important quaJ.ifications • · · 
In simple metallic circuits W'ith steady voltages, for instance, 
this e:xpression of the law holds good only when · the te.rnpP-rature of 
the material of the· circuit is maintained constant.. Again, with 
a1ternating voltages and m.th inductive circuits, it is true ori1:v if 
the frequency is also constant., If the ,magnetic nux causi.'11g the. 
inductance nows in iron this interpretation ()f the law is not 
correct; even with constant temperature and· frequency, current is 
not exactly proportional to applied voltage 0 Further, Ohrn1 s l~w is 
known not to hold in certain circuits of an'electrol;ytic charact.er. 
The discrepancy in cases like these is sometimes ~Xpla.ined by 
using the fiction of a back EMF, but this begs the whole question. 
It is better to recognize that there are two distinct kinds of 
electrica1 circuits, the one in which Obrn1 s law as defined above is 
obeyed and in which current is e:r.actly proportional to voltage, and 
the other in which this proportionality does not hold., Circuits of 
the first cJass a.re genera.11.y said to have a linear impedance; in 
circuits of the other class the impedance is designated non-linea.r. 2 
The preceding discu.ssion quoted from G. w. stubbings points out 
several discrepancies which are present in the "t,hinking of :many 
electrical engineers. In this treatise,the discrepancies and short= 
com.in.gs encountered in the usual application of complex scalar algebra 
to a1ternating=cux-rent circuit quantities m.11 be disi;,,.1.ssed. The 
ult:il\'late goal of this dissertation is to devise (or adapt) a brar!©h 
of ma.thematics to solve a-c circuit problems that will avoid the 
discrepancies encountered in the use of the complex scalar algebrao 
Be.fore proceeding further, it seems advisable to review the historlcal. 
1 Charles W. Jiles, A C.o.!!1.12r•el_lensive study 9.f Electr,ical_~!: 
.Qg,a.ntiti~s (unpublished M. S. thesis,. School 0£1 Electrical Engineer .. 
ing, Oklahoma. A. and M. College 11 1950),.pp, 1"'2o 
2 Go w. St.ubbings, "Harmonics and P .. F. , 11 Elec-(;D-cal Review9 
(June 50 1942.). 
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manner :i.n which a new' scientific field is generalJ..y devel?ped; the 
development of the field of electricity will be discussed., 
The beginning of electrical engineering, as it is known todayi 
was the discover-y and collection of basic ex.perimerrt.al information. 
Some of the most important of these experimental and fund.amentaJ 
data a.re, (1) the concept of electric a.nd magnetic lines of' force 
pervading space by Fara.day, (2) the connection between a.n electric 
current and a. magnetic field, and the equivalence of pe:rma.."lent mag~ 
nets and electromagnets by Ampere, (3) the elect1"0mag:ne-',:Lie wave 
equations by :M'.a.xw·ell, and (4) the beginning of the pho"l;,oelecri:.r:i.c 
and electron theories by Hertz. These basic researches and exper ... 
intents have been given here solely for the purpose of describing 
the nature of' a science, and, in particular, the nature of the dif .. 
ferent quantities that are studied in electrical engineering. 
From this early beginning, as the field of electrical engineering 
grew in extent, more advanced mathematical techniques were adopted 
in an attempt to simplify the increasing complexity of s?lutions 
required for the types of problems that were encountered. When 
alternating.current elect:i:•icity replaced direct-cu.t"l"Emt electricity 
in many commercial uses, the solutio':ls of even elementary problems 
became quite cumbersome and unwieldy. These solutic.)ns were ac~om= 
plished vti.th the voltages and currents expressed in trigonometric 
form. Then, immediately after .A:trgand devised the complex algebra, 
Steinmetz applied the complex algebra to the solution of' a.-c cj.rcuits., 
There is a tendency among electrical engineers to forget about 
the nature of the quantities with which they deal and to think of a,,.c 
quanti"r;ies as actually being complex numbers • This ki..Yld of' thinking 
( o:r·' lack of :i.t) i.s errcneous and mislead:i.ng. The fact is that; a=c 
I ' 
quantities, correctly represented by t:t'igonometir; f\irwt.ions and orl.ly 
partially represented by yomplex algebra, are real physically e:x:.ts't-
ing entities which obey certain natural laws. These na:t;;:.:1.ral laws are 
completely independent of an:y mathematical schemes or fi©titious 
images dreamed. up by the mind of man. If, however, it so happens . 
·that all the man .. made laws of a particular branch of mathemat:i.cs con= 
' 
form to all the natural laws of behavior of a set of. physical object;.s, 
then the set of physical ob,j ects may be properly repre1sented by s;ym= 
bol.s in "'!::.hat branch of mathematics o The mathematics may then be 
used to predict unknown characteristics of the physical object,s., 
On ·the eontrary, if it is know that at least one law of maniprtlatio:n 
in the given. branch of 111r-'l-thematics does not agree 'With the correspond-
ing natu.ral law of manipulating the pbysical ob,jects 1 then the 
mathematics is at best only a partial representation of the physical 
objects; in this event 11 the mathematics shou.ld be used to pred:1 . <ct 
un.know.n natural behavior of the physical objects onJ.,,y with great 
cau:tion and insight o 
The difference between a se·t of physical or abstract objects and 
the mathemati.cs used to represent those objects should be (:lea.11:".J:y 
unde:rstO\?d and appreciatedo Once objects have been repr,eserrted in 
a particular space or ref erenc:e frame, there is a ti::n1d.ency t.o oon:E\,.se 
the .:m.athemi,.tica1 representation of the objects with the objects 
themselves.. For exa.mple, the forces acting on a body ma.y be 
represented by vectors, but the forces are not vec.,stors and the 
vectors are ncrt forces; the forces are physical objecJ,r,s and thr;;, 
5 
'Vectors are mathemati.ca1 entities. Physical or abstract objects may 
be represented by any mathematical system that is considered conven,~ 
:ient. However, in order to have a useful representation, it is 
necessary to select a mathematical system for a given set of objects 
such that the algebraic laws of the mathematical,system when applied 
to the set of objects yield results which agree with the known nat= 
ural laws that govern the set of objects. 'When this has been accom-
plished, the :m,·xthemati.cal system is a true representation of. the set 
of objects. However, if an occasion should arise 'When a part:icular 
aspect of the set of objects disagrees with the corresponding result 
produced by the algebra of the selected mathematical system, then it 
should be recognized that the, mathematical system·simply does not 
completely represent the set of objects. In this event, e:ither a 
more truly representative mathema.tical s;y-stem should be dev:ised, or, 
if such seems impossible, some ci:rtifice shou..1d be devised to correct 
thi.s discrepancy.. When such an artifice is- used, the basic diffi.cult.y 
and the reason for using it should be made clear. 
Tr:i.gonometric Representation of A-C Circu.:it Ql1antiti.es 
When a voltage of si ne .. wave form is impressed across a sta= 
t5.ona:ry electric _,circuit containJ.ng linear ::1..mpedance elements, tr:ig= 
nomet:ric functions may be used to correctly represent the Ya:r'ious 
cornponents o:f voltage, current, and power that exist in the «:Jircuito 
'.l1herefore, this problem will .first be analyzed using trigonometry 
i.n order to determine the characteristics that any other mathemat .. 
ical representation of a-c quantities 1rn.1st have. 
If the referenc(!J axis is so chosen that 
V = V sin wt m (Ll) 
then i = I sin(i;,rt ... G) m . 
The total inst,antaneous power .is defined as 
p = vi (lo)) 
Substituting (1.1) and (1.2) into (1.3) gives 
p = V I · sin wt sin(wt .'1" 'o) mm · (1,..3a) 
Since sin(wt - G) = sin wt cos G - cos wt sin G 
equation (L3a) becomes 
p = V I s:in wt. (sin wt cos G = cos wt sin Q) (1.3b) mm 
or p = V 'I (sin2 wt cos G = sin wt cos wt. sLn. G) (l.Jc) m m. 
Using the identities that 
and 
sin2 wt = 1/2 ~ 1/2 cos 2wt 
sin -wt cos wt = 1/ 2 sin 2wt 
equation (1,,.3c) becomes 
VI , VI V. I 
6 
p = m~m cos O - m2m, cos G cos 2wt r., .11Ll)l. sin Q sin 2wt ( l. 4,) 2 
It should be noted that the total i.nstan·taneou.s power (1,J!·) i;s · 
composed of three terms; the fir~t term is a constant,and the other 
two terms are time functions which vary a,t twice the frequency of 
the impressed vol:tage. Equation (1 0 1+) w:ill be disc;ussed in greater 
detail later in this c~apter. 
Complex Rspresentation of A=C Oi.rcuit Quantities 
From physics, it is well known that if a bocl;;r travels in uniform 
circ..'Ulr;1.r motion the projection of its instantaneous velocity upon a 
diameter of its circle of rotation vvi.11 describe simple harrn.onit) 
motion. Equations (1.1) a.nd (1.2) are obviously the equations of 
s:Lm._ple harmonic variat:tons and hence could be represfJnted as a li.near 
7 
projection of a line segment of a given length being rotated at a 
constant angular velocity w. It will be assumed that the current as 
given in (l.2) is lagging. 
I 
C.o - - - - - - - t :: 0 
Figure 1 
Sinusoidal Functions as Linear Projections of Rotating Vectors 
Referring to figure 1, it is evident that equations (1.1) and (J,:2) 
may be represented by the vertical (y) projections of the two vectors 
of constant length, V and I ,respectively-. These two vectors mu.st m m 
start at t = 0 in the position shovim, and then rotate in a counter= 
clockwise direction at a constant angular velocity w. Thi.s signifies 
that, if these rotating vectors were suddenly stopped for arty given 
value of time, such a diagram cou.ld be used ··to ind.:i.ca.te the cor~r.ect 
· phase relationship between two sine functions. This type of diagram 
is of great val:ue to the electrical engineer. Since effecrti:ve 
(r.m.s.) values rather than maximum values are usually used 9 the 
vectors in figure 1 mu.st be multiplied by a constant (0.707). 
Cap~tal letters without subscripts will be used to represent effec= 
tive values~ 
8 
If figure 1 were dra:wn for a value of time other than zero t the 
res·ult would be that shown below in figure 2. 
Figure 2 , 
Rotating Vectors 'With General Reference A:lc:i.s · 
For this condition,equations (1,1) and (1.2) become 
and 
I 
V = V sin(wt + al.a) m 
i = Im sin(wt, + (i 1) 
(l,,la) 
(l.,2a) 
If :m.axi.mWll values in figure 2 a.re replaced. by e:f'f.e©tive values (by 
multiplying by 0.707) 0 the X-axis is the real .a:x:i.s s.nd the Y ... a.xis i.s 
the imaginary axis v then the equations for voltage and (<;;Ul"':rent,. bei.1om,J 
V = V1 + jV,a (1.5) 
I 
and I :::: ~1 + jI.a (1.6) 
where V1 = V cos o<. 2 Va ·- V sin o(.2 (1.5a) 
I1 = I cos c::il :1 Ia = I sin c:(1 (l,,6a) 
Figure 3 sho~rs equati.ons (1.5) and (1,,6) in diagrammati.cal form. 
I 
This is about as much of an introduction as most elementary t,e:x:ts 
usuaJ.J~ give to the use of comple.."'C algebra in electrical engineering. 
9 
Since I and V as given in (1.5) and (1.6) differ in magnitude and 
phase only, the a-c impedance is written in the same fom as V and I. 
Imaginary 
, Figure 3 
Effective Voltage and Current Expressed as Complex Numbers 
Z = R + jX. 
The average real power in watts is defined a·s 
p· = VI cos ( ol 2 - oC 1) = VI. cos Q (1 .. 8) 
and the reactive power in vars is defined as 
Pr = VI sin( o<: 2 .. o<:1) = VI sin G (1 .. 9) 
Equ.ati.ons (1.,8) and (1.9) indicate that P and P are the two legs of r . 
a right triangle with VI as the hypotenuse. The product of (1 .. 5) 
and (1.6) should then give the sum of (1.8) and (1.,9) at right angles. 
Taking the product of (1.5) and (1.6) gives 
(1.10) 
If this is correct,then 
(l.li) 
and 
~an.ding (1.8) yields 
P = VI(cos oC.2 cos cC.1 + sin oL 2 sin ol.1) 
Substituting .from (1.5a) and (1.6a), equation (1.,8a) becomes 
P = V1I1 + V2I2 
Similarly, expanding (1.9) 
P = VI(sin cC 2 cos oC 1 - sin oC.1 cos oC 2) ; r 







Since. (1.8b) and (1.9b) are known to be correct, equations (1.11) and 
(1.12) rrmst be incorrect. The reason for this failure in the complex 
notation is not apparent; it is embodied within the theory of complex 
algebra. It should be recalled at this point (equation 1.1-1,) that the 
instantaneous power is composed of a constant term and two double= 
frequency terms. The failure of the complex notation in (1.11) and 
(1.12) demonstrates that complex ntunbers can not be used to represent 
harmonic functions of different frequencies without more under.stand= 
ing of the theory of complex numbers than is included in most texts 
l 
on a-c circuits. The definitions of average power in watts (1.,8) 
and reactive power in vars (1.,9) are quite misleading unless .stud:ied. 
carefully. The implications of these two definitions will be 
analyzed in the following sectiono 
Real and Reactive Power 
The first two terms of (1.4) are defined as Uw instantaneous real. 
power; the last term is defined as the instantaneous re,~cti:ve power. 
The i.nstantaneous real 8:ctive power will be denoted by Pa,and the 
instantaneous react:i.ve power 1'l;ill be denoted by P ...• 
: J'• 
I 
VI I VI 
, mm mm u = ~ cos G ~ ~2- c,os Q cos 2Wt ~a 2 
~VI 
, mm . r. . ".),..~i. Pr = ~sin~ sin ~wv 2. 
Using effective values, (1.13) and (1.,14) become 
Pa = VI cos O - VI cos Q cos 2wt 
Pr = -VI, sin O sin 2wt ' 
ll 
(1.14·) 
The average value of a periodic function y = f(x) is defined as 
T 
Y , = _Tl 1 f(x)dx (1.15) 
avg. v 
The average value of the instantaneous real powe~ (1.13a) i.s 
P = ~ I;I cos Q ·,;VI cos Q cos 2wt)dt (1.16) 
where T is the period of the voltage or current. The second term in 
(1 11 16) obviously vanishes, leaving 
P = VI cos,Q (1 .. 8) 
Thus to read the average real po~er an electrodynamometer type move"' 
ment calibrated to read (1~8) may be used. Equation (1.8) can there-
fore be e:x:perimentally determined in a straight00:forward manner,, 
There seems to be no reason wby the reasoning applied t,o p in. , . a 
(l.,13a) through (1.,16) should not also apply to p, (1.14a). Appl,y= r 
ing definition (1.15) to (Ll4a) gives 
Pr = ~ ['J..r sin Q sin 2wt dt (1 .. 1?) 
The average value of p as given by (lol?) is obviously zero. -r . 
Defi.nition (L 9) must therefore be obtained from a different kind o:f 




same type of instrument as P.. i It is ex:pedient to investigate the 
type of reasoning req:1.J.ired to obtain (1.9) from (1.ll!,a) and to 
dete:riraine if (lo 9) has any physical significance. One means o:f 
obtaining (1 .. 9) from (1.14a) is to retard the voltage wave by 90°. 
This phase shift of ... 90° changes (:Col) to 
12 
or 
v = V sin(wt - 90°) m 




If (lo18a) is substituted into (1.3), then (1.3b) becomes 
p = GV I cos wt sin wt cos G +VI cos2wt sin 0 mm mm (1 .. 19) 
The. average value of' the first term, the instantaneous real power 9 in 
(1.19) is obviously zero. Using the identity 
cosfwt = l/2 + 1/2 cos 2wt 
the instantaneous reactive power, the last term in (1"19), becomes 
VI VI ' 
p = m2m sin Q + _m l!1 sin Q cos 2wt r 2 (L20) 
Changing to effective values, (lo20) becomes 
Pr = VI sin Q + VI sin O cos 2wt (l.,20a) ·, 
If defi.l'lition (1..15) is now ,applied to (l.,20a), the result i.s 
P = VI sin Q 
r 
Ex:perimentally 11 it is q:ttj..te simple to accompli.sh the, =.90° phase shift 
in the voltage wave; an inductance» whose reactance is large t:ompared 
to the internal resistance of the potential coil, is r.:onnected ·1n 
series with the potential coil of the wattmeter. Since the p term a 
vanishesi this modified wattmeter will now read (1.,9). 
It is now appa:i?ent that (1..8) and (L9) emboc~y two entirely 
d1.fferent concepts. While (1.,8) is a straight=forward definit:l.on~ 
the definition of P implies a great deal more than the simple r . 
mathematical statement; (1..,9) would lead one to believe. 
\ 
' Addition o.f DispJ.abed Sinu.soid.al Ftmctions 
I 
I ' 
It has been stated earlie'r t:µat alternating ettrrents and voltages 
are correctly represented by trigonometric functions~ In order to 
, investigate the manner in which two alternating currents or voltages 
of the same frequency combine by addition to form a single alternat= 
i.ng current or voltage,the trigonometric representation of alternat= 
i.ng currents or voltages may be used. For illustrative purposes, two 
voltages 
and = V sin(wt + aC2) m2 
w:i.11 be chosen~ Forming the sum of (1..21) and (1.22) yields 
V ::;: V1 + Vz. = V sin(wt + oC.1) + V si.n(wt, + oC2) 
m1 m2 · 
Expanding the sine fun.ct.ions by the identity 
gives 
sin ( c:il + /3 ) ~, sin ol cos /3 + cos o( sin /3 
v -· V (sin wt cos oi:: 1 + cos wt sin o(.1) + m1 
V (sin wt cos o( 2 + cos vJt sin ct.2) m2 
v = (V cos ~ 1 + V cos ol 2) sin wt + 
m1 m2 
(V sin oC 1 + V sin o(' 2 )cos wt 
m1 ma 
Equation (1.24a) may be written in the form 
v = A sin wt + B cos 11lt 
where A = V cos o(1 + V cos c( 2 m1 m2 
B = V sin r:J:. 1 + V sin c(z m1 m2 
Equ.at\on (J_.,2LJ,b) can be further simplif :ted to 









Substituting (1.25) and 
j R 
Q ~ tan- 1 -· 
. I . ,A 
I . 
(1.26) into .(1.27) 
(1.28) and 
gives 
C2 = V a+ V a+ 2 V V cos(ol1 - oC.a) (1.29) m1 . ma, m~ ma 
Equations (1.24c) and (1.29) indicate that C is the diagonal of a 
parallelog;ram having legs V and V separated by the angle oC 1 - c:iC 2. · m1 ma 
-.- - I ,,.... .-. I 
I 
Figure 4 
Addition of Sinusoidal Functions 
'11he addition of two sinusoidal functions has been shown to follow the 
parallelogram law of addition. As far as the addition of alternating 
currents or voltages is concerned.these quantities may be represented 
by any form of mathematics for which,addition follows the p~allel-
ogram law. Now it so happens that both vectors and complex ntunbers 
add according to the'parallelogram law. Hence, as far as addition is 
concerned, either vectors or complex numbers could be used to 
represent alternating CU.t'rents or voltages equally well, Since the 
complex representation of alternating currents arid voltages has been 
demonstrated, it would be instructive to demonstrate the manner :in 
which these quant~ties may be represented by v.ectors o 
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Real Vector Representation df Alternating Currents and Voltages 
I 
The following ana~sis rd11ows the basic ideas contained in a 
paper entitled Doub~ Frequeng:v Qg.antities 2,:.u1 Co.mt2=h~ .Notation wr0it .. 
ten by Alexanders. Langsdorf. This paper was never published but was 
graciously loaned to the author bec~use of mutual interests. 
The Obln1 s Law of a-c circuits is 
V = IZ (lo30) 
It must first be rec9gnized that (1.30) is actually' a vector· equation; 
V and I have magnitude and phase (equivalent to direction). Since Z 
has no phase property, it is me:r:ely a complex ~er._ Hereafterp .· 
symbols with bars under them will be used to represent vectors,and 
symbols with a dot over them will be .. used to represent complex 
numbers. In this notation,(1.30) becomes .. 
Y = 1z 
Since both Y and 1 have two degrees of freedom, it will require two 
real vector components to describe each of them. These components 
will be taken along two orthogonal axes X.1 and Xa along which two 
unit real vectors ~.1 and .~2 are assumed to ex:i.st, respectively. The . 
voltage will be assumed to be of the form 
v = V sin(wt + «.) P m 
the current of the form 
i = Im sin(wt + /3), 
and the impedance of the form 
• 




In .vector notation,; using effective values O these equation become 




and 1 = j I~1 + Ia~a (lo:3.5) 
If the current'in (1.,35) nowsl tbr~;gh a circuit having an impedance 
as given by (1.33 ), then (assu.ming ~hat th~. ordinary laws of algebra 
hold Without modifi?ation), the voltage drbp across the circuit should 
be given by (lo30a). 
Y = (L1.§!1 + Ia§!a) (R + jX) 
! = , I1R£,1 + IaR.Q.a . + I1Xj~1 + IaXj~a 
'(1!36) 
(1.36a) 
Ascribing to the operator j its usual rotational property (see fi~e 




Two-Dimensional Real Vector Representation of A~C Current 
Substit,uting, (1.37) and (l.,'.38) into (l,.J6a) gives 




Equation (1.39) agrees with the results obtained by the trlgono~trlc 
and . copiplex number methods f both of Which are 'known' to be c.orrect. 
Let it now be required t,o f'~nd the tota.J; power input to a circuit when 
. _ I_ 
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the applied voltage is g:i.ven by (1.,31.J.) and the result:ing current by 
i 
(lo35) • ! 
(1,,l-l-0,) 
(1.40a) 
If, following Langsdorf. all the vectc;,r products in (1.40a) are 
iri.terpreted to be the dot product of ordinary vector analy~:5,s1 then 
,§2.§.1 ;:;: 0 
~2~2 = 1 
(loL~l) 
Sv.bstituting (1.41) into (1.40a) gives the average real power in watts 
(1,.42) 
It should be clearly understood that (l,.42) was the result, of' straight-
fo::rward multiplication of y and l without recourse to the artifice.of' 
employing the conjugate as is required in the complex. notation to get 
the correct answer. In 0~her words,equations ·(1.34) and (1&35) 
appear to be a more natural representation of Yoltage and ~'l'U!'l"'ent. 
than (1 .. 5) and (1.6). 
Actually, going beyond Langsdorf, (lo40a) can be made eve:n more 
usefuJ.. by defining the ve.ctor products as given below in the 
:m:u.ltiplication table .. 
~1 1 _§:3 
Table 1 
Multiplication Table fo.:r Three Orthogonal Real Unit Vecto:r•s 
The cross product of~1 and £a gives a third mutually perpendicular 
real unit vector, ~3, the algebraic sign being determ:ined by the order 
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of multiplication. If this notation is used, (1.40a) becomes 
I 
VI = ~V1Ii1 + V.aI.a) + (V1I2 "" V2I1)~3 
The scalar component of (1.43) is the average real power in watts as 
. . 
defined by (1.8) and (lo42), and the vector part is the reactive 
power in vars as defined by (1.9) o Using ·this notation, the product 
of vector. voltage and vector current, gives both the real and reactive 
powe1"', which is more in keeping 'With the usual notions of volt~amperes 0 
Equation (l.L~2) is actually a modified quaternion. The difference in 
the above procedure and true quaternion algebra is that the dot prod= 
ucts of the. unit vectors are minus one, ;.§.., ~1~.1 = -1, in quater= 
nion algebrao Since this notation would make the. average real power 
negative, such a definition of the dot product could not be toler~ted 
in a~c circuit theory. 
In addition to giving numerically correct results, equation (1 0 43) 
also, indicates the physical properties o:f' the real and reactive power 
componentsg a desirable feature that is lacking in the complex scalar 
treatment. In order to make this distinction clear.the various quan= 
tities have been listed below in trigonometric and vector notation., 
Trigonometric Notation Vector Notation 
V ::: V sin(wt. + m oC) Y. = V1~1 + Va~a 
i ::: Im sin(wt + }3 ).- l = I1~1 + Ia~a 
Pa = VI cos 0 - VI cos Q cos 2wt p ::: V 1I1 + V 2I2 t or 
p ::: VI cos 0 
Pr = -VI sin Q sin 2wt p -r ::: (V1I2 - V2I1)~3 u o:c 
p = (VI sin G),£3 -r 
Table 2 
Comparison of Trigonometric and Real Vector Representations 
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The values of v and i as given! in table 2 are both functions of their 
i , 
amplitudes (V m and Im) and the:i.r phase angles ( ol and j3 ) • Therefore• 
it is logical to represent both v and i as ,two .. d:imensional real .ye.cJ 
tors. The average values (over a complete period) of both v and i are 
zero. Since pr h~s no phase angle, it is a f~ction of its magnitude 
(-VI sin Q) only; the the average value of p (over a complete period) - , . . r . . 
is also zero. The representation of Rr' simil~ to v and i, as a one-
, 
dimensional real vector is entirely appropriate. Futherrnore, the 
double-frequency characteristic of Pr (with respect to v and i) is 
indicated by directing Ir normal to the plane o~ Y and ,J;. Now the 
average vaJ.ue of Pa is not zero; it is VI cos Q. Sine~ Pis d~f,ined 
as the constant part of p, Pis basically independent of time. If 
. a . -
sinusoidal time functions are represented by vectors O then obviously 
terms that are independent of time should be descrjbed by some other 
. ' ,, ·, 
notati:on. Thi's is accomplished in. (1~·43) by representi~g the .real 
number VI cos Q as a scalar. Thus, when properly interpreted• equa'."' 
tions (Ji.34), (1,.3.5), and (1.4.3) give a complete description of volt-
age, current, real power,and reactive power. 
,. 
The term volt-amperes has been used in the preceding discussion. 
to refer to the vector sw;u.of the average real power and 'the reactive 
power as defined by (1.8) and (1.9); when harmonics are present/the 
term volt-amperes is often use;d in an entirely different sense.· In 
I 
the following section, the te;t"lU volt-amperes will be analyzed in 
detail. 
I 
VoltoAlnperes in A-C Circuits 
Most electricaJ. engineers tend to think of volt-amperes as either 
the product of effective voltage and effective current or t4~ ,~qua.re 
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root of the sum of the squares of the real and reactive power. If 
harmonics happen to be present in the voltag~ and ~ent wave forms, 
these two concepts of volt-amperes are not equivalent. For the sake 
. 
of brevity,only three different frequencies, designated by subscripts, 
will be assumed to be present; the general proof.follows exactly 
analogous reasoning. 
and· 
The effective values of voltage and current are 
v = J vi + v! + vf 
I = J ;i;i +I~+ If (1.45) 
Volt-amperes defined as the product of (1.44) and (1~45) will be 
denoted by the symbol VA1. Hence 
• J Ii+ I~ + If 
(VA1) 2 = Viii + VIII + Vfif + Viif + Viif + 
Viii + Virf + Vfii + Vfii 
(1.46) 
(1.47) 
Volt-a.nperes defined as. the square root of the sum of the squares of 
the real and reactive power will be denoted by the symbol VAao By 
definition 
(VAa) 2 
If the indicated operations in (1.48) are performed,the result is 
(VAa) 2 . = Viii+ VIII + vfrf + 2 V1I1Vaia cos (h cos .Oa + 
(1.49) 




. (VA2) 2 = viil + Vfii + V}]J + 2 V1I1.V2I2 cos(Q1 - Qz) + 
i (:Lo49~) 
2 V:1..I1V3l3 cos(Q1 - .Q3) + 2 VaI.aVsl3 cos(Q.a - Q3) · 
The problem is now to dete~ine the conditions under ~ich (1.47) is 
equal to (1.49a) t that is 
(VA,1) 2 = (VA.a).a (1.50) 
In order for (1.50) to be true,two significant ~tipulations must be 
satisfied. The first condition is-obvious; it is 
(1.51) 
If condition (1.51) is require¢!., (l.Lf.9a) simplifies to 
a 
(VA2) = viri + vfri + vfif + 2 V1I1V2Ia+ 2 V1I1V3l3 + 2 V2I2V3l3 
(lo.52) 
Equation '(1.52) is evidently in general not equal to (lo47). In 
addition to (1.51), if it is further stipulated that 
V1 = Yi·· = h I1 Ia l3 (1.53) 
then viri = Vi Ii 
virf = vfii (lo53a) 
vf:cf = vfii 
and I1V2 = V1I2 
I1V3 = V1l3 (1.53b) 
I2V3 = Val3 
If (1.53a) is substituted into (1.47), (1.53b) substituted into 
(1.,52), and each of these equations simplified by collecting like 
terms, the result is 
2 viII + 2 vi.If + 2 vlif = 2 viII + 2 vftl + 2 vlif (l..54) 
The left side of (l.54)_is (1.47), and the right side is (la52). 
From (1.,51) and (1.53),the two conditions for the validity of 
(1/50) are .. (1) all harmonics must have equal displace.m.ent a..ngles 
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(referred to a base frequency) between current and voltage 1 and (2) 
! ! 
the ratio of the amplitudes of ]voltage and current nm.st be equal for 
all harmonics. It is easily shown that (1.53) and 
01 = Oa =, 03 = 0 (1.,55) 
are the necessary conditions for unity.power factor. 3 
The preceding analysis has clearly established the conditions 
under which (VA1)a and (VA2 )a are equal.': In general, in actual cir= 
emits, (1.51) and (1.,53) are not satisfiedo Since in general (1.47) 
and (1.48) are not equal, it is desirable to obtain an equation for 
. I 
the difference in these two quantities. In order to avoid equatio:p.s 
having excessive numbers of terms, the thi:rl~l, harmonic. components in 
(1.47) and (1.48) will be omitted.' The definitions and terminolog;y· 
' ! ! 
used in the M. s. Thesis will be incorporated.~ Equation (1.,47) 
becomes 
an4 (1.48) becomes 
pa 
ap 
p2 = pa + pa 
V r 
P2 = Viii sina01 + 2 V d1V ala sin Q1 sin Ga + Viii sinaQa r 
Equation (1.56) can be vvritten as 
pa = Vt Ii cos 2 01 + 2 V1I1Vaia cos 1 (h cos Ga + Vfii cos 2 Ga + ap 
Vt Ii sina01 + 2 V1I1Vaia sin (h sin Oa + V!Ii sin2 0a + 






The sum of first three terms in (1.56a) is P2 as given by (1.58); the 
sum .of the next three terms is P; as given by (1.59). Since 
p2 = p2 + p2 + p2 
ap r d (1.,60) 
3 R., M., Kerchner and G. F. Corcoran, AlternatingaaOurren~ Cirqqi!ill,, 
Jrd Edition, (New York, 1951), pp. 192-193. 
'*'Charles W. Jiles, A Com12rehensive Study: of' Electrical Pait~ 
Quantities, PP~ 27-34. 
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the last,t.h:ree terms in (l.56a)constitute P~, where Pd is the distor-
tion power o Thus 
P~ = ViI! + Viii - 2. V.1.I.1.Vaia cos(Q.1 - G.2) 
The different terms in (1.56) may be anaJ.yzed as follows: 
Viii - part active and part reactive power 
V!Ii - part active and part reactive power 
Viif - all distortio~ power 
and vfrf Q all distortion powero 
Moreover, (l .. 56) ·does not contain all the active, reactive, or distor .. 
tion power terms. From (1.56a), it is evident. that the· sum of the· 
2 V.1.I1V2I2 cos 0.1 cos 02 term in the active power and the·2 V.1.I.1.V2I2 
sin G.1 sin Qz term in the reactive power.cancels the ~2 V.1.I.1.V2I2 
cos(0.1 -Oa) term in the distorl.,ion power. Therefore, even though 
(1.,56)-is the correct expression for P!~, the different voltage and 
current components do not combine algebraically to automatically 
give the three power components as given by (1.60). 
Since none of the terms, or groups of terms., i.l:l (1 • .56) con ... 
stitutes either the active, reactive,ordistortion power components, 
it is indeed unfortunate tha:t, (1 .. .56) was selected as the definition 
of total volt-amperes (P )o It would be difficult to devise a ap 
mathematical representation for voltage and current such that the 
product of voltage and current would give ·(1 .. .56) in the form of 
(1.,60) since$ as discussed previously, part of the P, Pr,and Pd 
expressions, are missing in (1.56). All of these difficulties would 
I 
have been avoided had the total volt-amperes been defined to be the 
vector voltaamperes ('Pv) as given by (1.57)0 If the total volt"' 
amperes were ~efined by (1.57), a logical definition for power factor 
24 
would be P.,.F. = 
p 
y' p2 + p2 
r 
(1 .. 62) 




It was stated earlier that the voltages and currents of different 
frequencies wot.le! have to be. in-phase and have equal ratios of 
ampl:i.tudes in order for the P .F., as def~~d by (1.,63) to be unity o 
Such a specialized definition of unity power factor.would obviously 
i 
be avoided if (lo62) were adopted; the power factor would be unity 
whenever the reactive power (P ) was zero. The association of un.i.ty . r 
~ powe+ factor with zero reactive power is certainly more prevalent 
among engineers than the lmowledge, of the necessary conditons for 
unity power in (1o63) o Therefore, i.n the remainder of this disse:rta.-
tion, the term volt~amperes will be used with reference to (1<>57) 
rather than (1.56)0 
Summary of Chapter I 
" 1 •. A group of physical entities may be represented by any math~mat= 
ical system provided that therE1'exi.sts a one=to~one correspond-
ence between the set of physical objects and the group of 
characters embraced by the mathematical systemo In general, the 
representation will prove to be most useful if the laws for 
manipulating the mathematical characters conf'orm w.i th the natux0al 
la:ws which govern the behavior of the physical objects. 
2., Sinusoidal functions are true representations of the instantaneous 
values of alternating currents and voltages4 
3. Complex (scalar) algebra may be used to represent the, effect~ve 
values of a=c circuit. quantities w:i:th the following shol'."'tcomiI1gs: 
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i 
(a)- May be directly fPPlied only to i'un:etions of a single 
frequency. 
(b) No distinction is made between functions of time and 
constants. 
(c) When applied to funct~ons o:f t'trro di:f'~er~nt freque):J.cies, 
the notation doe.snot, it~elf, distinguish one from the 
other. 
40 Two-dimensional real vectors may be used to represent alternating 
. 
currents and voltages. ·This notation avoids the difficulties 
encountered in the. use of 1comple:x: scalars. All the advantages 
of this notation a.re summarized following table 2. 
5. The definition of .total vdlt-amperes (apparent powecr) as the 
product of effective voltage by effect~ve current is unfortunate, 
since this definition does not lend itself easily to analytical 
methqds o Therefore, in this dissertation, the terrn_vo:J..t.,.1?mpere~ .. _ 
will be used to refer_to the square root of the'sum of the squares 
I 




Introduction to Complex Vectors 
Alternating currents and voltages of a given frequency have two 
degrees of freedom, namely amplitude and phase. In Chapter I,the man= 
ner in which sinusoidal functions could be represented by two-
dimensional real vectors was demonstrated. The advantages of the use 
of vector notation were impressive when compared to the complex scalar 
notation. Even though the results obtained using real vector notation 
gave an excellent analytical description of the actual physical 
entities involved, this representation has the shortcoming that it 
does not lend itself easily to the simultaneous treatment of cur-
rents and voltages of multiple frequencies and about several loopso 
In this chapter, a new notation will b.e described that can be readily 
generalized to apply to any number of harmonics or any number of 
loops (or nodes). 
It can not be emphasized too strongly that the term 11vector 11 as 
used in this treatise is not the primitive notion of a quantity 
pos.sessing magnitude~ direction, and sense, generally entertained in 
elementary physics. Indeed, modern technology has progressed to the 
point where such an intuitive definition is no longer adequate. 
It is now generally recognized that the mathematical equipment 
of the well-trained pbysicist or engineer of thirty years ago is no 
longer adequate for the physics and engineering of today~ To under"" 
stand wave mechanics it is not sufficient to master an old .. fash:ioned 
treatment of vector analysis with its limitations to plane and space 
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vectors. with real coordinates and its emphasi.s on a visual real:izati.on 
of the bas;i.c concepts and relations •. We must become familiar 'With 
multi.,;.dimensional vectors with bomplex: coordinates and 11\r.i.. th· the mat-
rices 7 or linear vector functions, which operate on these vectors. 1 
If a quantity is to be used in analytical eJ;:pressions,it is 
desirable that it be defined in an analytical mannerQ The following 
definitions will be used throughout this dissertation., Tp.ese defini-
tions and concepts were not ori;gi.na.J.ly formulated by the author; they 
are conunonly used in most recent advanced te:ll.."ts on the subject. The 
definitions as stated are the author 0s own concepts wh:i:eh were crys= 
tallized after careful study of several books, a complete list of 
which is included in the bibliography. 
, Defini ti.cm 1 ( space of n dimensions-9: A space of n dimensions is any 
set of objects, real or abstract, that can be placed in a one-to~one 
correspondence with the totality of ordered sets o:t numbers (real or 
Defini ti.on 2 ( coordinate system): The relation that expresses the 
one,"'to-one correspondence between the given set of objects and the 
• j' 
l 
ordered sets of nwnbers x1, x:2, • • • ~ x is the coordinate system. n 
Definition 3 (points i:m. n-space): The objects are therlli3elves the 
I ' 
points in then-dimensional space,and the numbers x:1, :x:2, 
a:ve the coordinates of points in the coordinate system., 
.... "' X, n 
Defin:i.tion L~ (vector): The point 01, 02 , ••• , On and every other 
point in then-dimensional space determine an entity which is called 
a vector. 
Defi.ni ti.on 5 (Euclidean space): A space is called a Euclidean space 
1F:rancis D., Mur~aghan·, Jnt2:2duction t,q . ..!\rmli,ed JfatheP.1,.e.ti,,9£ (New 
York, 1948), p. v. 
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if it, is possible to construct. a coordinate system. suoh that the 
distancep d, b. etween two point 1s, x. and x~, is given by the formula 
;J.. J. 
of Pythagoras. That is 
I I 2 I 2 1 
d = [ (x.1. - X1 ) 2 + (xa - xa) + .... + (x - .x ) ]2 n > n 
Definition 6 (scalar): A scalar is a number which is the same in 
every coordinate system. 
(2ol) 
The above definitions and concepts will undoubtedly seem some-
what vague and abstract at first to one· unaccustomed to thinking in 
terms of generalized vectors and spaces. In particular, for one who 
has always thought of a vector as that which possesses, in addition 
to the quality of magnitude, the quality of directibnt definition 4 
will seem abstract. 
Actually it is this 11 colloquial 11 definition that is vague. How 
can 'we tell when something 11 possesses the quality o:f direction11 ? The 
only answer is that it must have assigned to it 11 in each reference 
frame [coordinate system], a pair [set] of nu.rnbers~ and the various 
pairs [sets]$ one in each reference frame, must be connected with 
each other in exactly the same way as are the projections of a line 
segment [linear transformations], i•£a•, by means of the table of 
direction cosineso 2 
Before proceeding f'urther,.a clear distinction must be made among 
the four kinds of vectors and numbers that will be considered in this 
treatise. First there are real numbers; real nurribers, !·~·, o, 1 9 2P 
-lt -2 are those numbers in connnon everyda;y usage that comprise the 
F:i.eld of Real Numbers. There are also complex nurribers. Complex: nu.m.= 
bers are all numbers of the form a + jb, where 11 a11 and 11 b 81 belong to 
the ;Field of Real Numbers and II j II is the complex operator,~ Anal~ 
ogous to real and complex numbers, there are also real and complex 
vectorso The totality of complex numbers is called the Field of Com ... 
plex Numbers • .A real or complex vector is a vector whose coordinates 
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belong to the Field of Real or Complex Numbers, respectively.. Of 
course, a scalar may be either a real or a complex number. A letter 
with no modification, such as "A" or 11 a11 , will be used to represent 
' ' 
a real number. The symbol used to represent a complex number is a 
letter with a dot placed over it,~.§., A or a. Real vectors will 
be represented by underscored letters,~.~~. A or 2:• An underscored 
• 
letter with a dot placed over it, such as A or!, will be used to 
represent a complex vector. The symbol for a complex number or vec-
tor followed by an asterisk will be used to r$present the conjugate 
of the complex number or vec:t.or. In three .. dimer,.sional Cartesian 




• • • 
A = . A1i: + Aaj + A.a~ 
• I II 
A1 = A1. + jA:a. 
• I · I II 
Aa = Aa + j:A.a, 
o I 11 
A:s = ~ + jA:s 
• 
are ,the complex coordinates of A• Substituting (2.3a .. c) into 
• I II I II I II 







If (2.4) is separated into real and imaginary parts,the result is 
t I I I II II U 
! = (A4: + Aa ... t + A:3}$) + j (A~ + Aaj + A:s!) (2.5) 
• 
Equation (2.5) obviously expresses the complex vector A as the sum of 
a real vector and an imaginary vector., Hence if 
I I I 
!1 = A1! + Aaj + As~ 
II II II 
and Aa . = . A:a.! + Aaj + A:s~ 
then (2.5) can be written as 
(2.8) 
The manipulations in (2.2) through (2.8) have been performed in order 
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to emphasize the meaning of the notation being used and also to clar"' 
ify the nature of a complex vector. 
The Algebra of Complex Vectors 
' It will be assumed here that the algebras' of real vectors and 
complex numbers as usually gi:ven in most elementary texts are known. 
The algebra of complex vectors is a combination of these two algebras 
with.a few changes and additions. Only the algebraic laws that are 
different from the corresponding laws of real vectors will be 
The rules for the addition and subtraction of complex vectors are 
the same as those for real vectors when applied to the real and imag-
inary components of the complex vectors separately. Given two complex 
• 
vectors,! and 12, where 
and B = Q:1. + j~2 





(2 .. 11) 
(2.12) 
Two complex vectors are equal if, and only if. t their real and 
imaginary components are separat.ely equal • That is, if 
• 
! = .;§ (2,ol3) 
then lh = .;§1 (2.14) 
and h;a = az (2o15) 
Analogous to the conjugate of a complex number 11 .the conjugate of 
• 
a complex vector A (2.9) is defined as 
(2.16) 
As an illustration 9 if J! is a complex vector in J-space as in (2o2) 9 
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i ** usir:!g the results of (2o3) ~ (2.,4) and (2.5) the value of !J: is 
I I I u It II i* = (A11 + A2j + A3~) j (A1,2: + A2j + A-31';;) (2.17) 
• ::i:, t II I II I It 
or ! = (A1 .. jA1).;l; + (A2 jA2)j + (As - jA3 )J.s (2.,18) 
Equation (2.18) can also be written as 
(2.19) 
From (2.19), it is evident that changing the sign J11Jf the imaginary 
0 
component of! (2.9) is equivalent to taking the conjugates of the 
' 0 ' 
complex scalar coefficients of A in (2 .. 4). 
For vectors in generalized space,it is not possible, as is usually 
done with real plane.and space vectors 0 to approach the idea of vector 
prod:11cts by constructing coordinate systems and considering the rel~ 
ative orientation of the two vectors to be multiplied.'· Since in 
spac:es of more than three dimensions direction means nothing, geomet= 
ric intuition can no longer be used as a guide .. The absen©e of 
geometric intuition actually aids in the determination of the most 
important feature of complex vector algebra., This characteristic$ 
as in ordinary,2ospace and 3-space, is the existence of a rule for 
calculating the distance between points. · A space in which such a , 
rule eY..ists is called a metric space,.. The most useful metric spac,e 
is the Euclidean space; in a Euclidean space,the distance between 
two points is given by (2.1). The magnitude of a vector in n-space 
is the distance from the point 01, 02 ..... , 0 to the point x1$ x29 n . 
. . . ' x (see Definitio:ri 4). n , In engineering.a vector is usually 
used'. to represent a physical object,and the magnitude of the vector 
has a physical significance. Obviously a physical entity is not it .. 
self altered merely by representing it in different coordinate sys~ 
tems .. Therefore the magnitude of a vector is invariant wi.th respect 
32 
to changes in coordinate systems and hence is a scalar. Indeed, the 
characteristic of being invariant with respect to changes .in cqor~ 
dinate systems is the cardinal feature of an entire branch of 
mathematics (Tensor Analysis) in which vectors appear as a special 
case (a vector is a tensor of valence one). 
In order for (2.1) to be used in determining the magnitude of a 
vector,the coordinate system nmst be orthogonalo For the norm of a 
real vector A = A1~1 + A2~2 + ••• + A e n-n 
equation (2ol) becomes 
A2 . = Af + Ai + Af + • • + A2 • n 
The important aspect of (2.21) is that the zero vector 




is the orily vector 'Whope norm is zero. When the transit.ion is made 
from real to complex vectors,this uniqueness would no longer exist if 
the magnitude bf a complex vector 
• • 
were defined as, the square root of the sum of the squares of its com~ 
i 
plex coefficients. For example, if 








(2 .. 26) 
Thus there would be two distinct vectors, ~ given by (2.24} and 0 
given by (2.22), both having a zero magnitude. The norm of ! in 
(2.21) is 
It is desirable to extend the equation for the norm of real vectors 
(2.27) to apply to complex vectors. To avoid the 00011:rrence of (2:.26), 
• • • 




A2: = ! . ,. ·f! (2.28) 
This definition also has the advantage that the dot pl""bdu.ct of a 
vector by itself i.s a real quantity. .Thus the idea of' leng"l:.h ca:n be 
represented by the dot product, fox- complex vectors (2o28) as :.i,s 
commonly done for real vectors (2.27). In most physical problem.s,the 
concept of length ( 02:• dist.a.nee) is almost im.perat.i:ite 9 therefore one_ 
should suspect that a definition.such as (2.28) would be required for 
the dot product. of complex ve~tors if ~he results of using this p:r•od"' 
1wt ~e to have useful p~ysical significance. Usin.g (2.19), equation. 
(2.2.8) becomes 
•*• ~*" o*o 
A~ = A3.A: + A2~2 + • o • + .A,nAn (2 .. 29) 
The vectors e. (:i = 1; .2 9 3 0 o •• 0 n) in equat,ions (2.20) and . -;L 
(2 0 23) are. unit, 1 realp orlhogonai vectors spanni..'1'1g the n-dime.nsionaJ. 
space. It :ts advantageous to introduce at this point, the su.mm.ation 
co:mrent:i.on,, The notation x1y1 (i = lt 2 0 n3, o o • 9 n) "Wi.11 be ttsed 
to :represent the conventional summ.a.tion ~ (x1y i) o Thus when two 
i 1 = 1 
symbols are placed together having a repeated index,the symbols a:r.e 
to be summed for all permissible values of the index and 9 unles~ s.t)eC= 
i:f'ied otherwise 9 the range of the index w.:i.11 be assu:.rned to be 1 9 2 9 
' 
3 ii ••• , n. Using this notation, (2.23) can be written 
• • 
• 
The no:t"!ll of ! is s:imply 
(2/3Q) 
(2 .. 31) 
The two conditions necessary- for the simple expression of t.he n.o:':"!:Ti of. 
a vector as (2.,28) a.re that the space be orthogonal and that the 
square of a ©omplex. coefficient be defined as the p.roduC!'t of the 
coefficieht and its conjugate. 
Since it was necessary to define the dot (o:r inl:1e;r,) prode;.d"t. of' 
• .* • 
A by itself' as £ 0 A: to i.nsu.re a unique value of the dot produet. a.Yi:d 
• 
so tha.t the magnitude of A would be given by· the !rllle of Pythagoras~ 
• <I 
it is logical that the dot product of:S: an.d ]a should be defined as 
O 0 
where 
. ·*. A • B = A. B. 




The repeated subscripts in (2.32) indicate a s't'.lllll'Oation of the 
(2,~~2) 
(2o.33) 
indicated products for i = 1$ 2 9 3 0 ..... , n •. , TakiJ;i.g the l'.';onjugate 






"*" Bu.t 1 (2.38) i.s B A , since nn 
8 81 a II 
(B jB )(A + jA ) 
n n n n 
""". * therf:)fore (Ai Bi) = 
• 






I · I II II · II t · I UI 
(AB +AB)+ j(A B =AB) n n n n n n n n 
"*· • .. = B.A. - B .. A 
J. J. -
• • * 
= (B " A) ,_ 
(2 .. 34) 
(2~3.5) 
(21036} 




(2 .. 39) 
(2.40) 
In words O an :interchange of two complex vectors in a scala::i;• p~·dduct 
c:hanges the .complex scalar product to its conjugate. Cl.early~ the 
sca.J.ar rm.1..ltiplication of two complex vectors is not :i.n general 
ular case where the s ca:La.r prod1iict is rea.1., 
In equations (2o2) through (2.19),the algebraic laws for com-
bining ~omple:x: vecrtors were given for vectors of not more than three 
dimensions D Since these same laws may be extc:rrled directly ,,.c.o apply 
to n=dimensional. complex vectors, they will not be re.:peated •. 
Representation o:f Sinusoidal Fµ:n.ct:i.ons by ComplE)X 
Let; f(x) be a complex,,,valued function of the real ita:riable x 
which is at least piecev;r:i.se.,.continuous for valt1.es of X: in.thin a 
pres:r:r0:l.bed interval, a ~x{b. The real and imagi.nary parts of f(x) 
must eac;h be piecewi:;;e=c1onti.nuous over the interval ab (figure 6) o 






Cornplex:-Va1ued F'un.ctiot1 to Be Represented by Compl,a:x: Vesr;tor 
It wi.11 now be shown tha:t
1 
f(x). can be represented by a k,,,dil1'J.en:si.0J.1al 
complex ve 0"tor\, Qi ( i = 1 p 2, • • & , k) 9 where k is the number of 
values wh:ich x may assume in the interval ab. 
For ease of v:Lsualization 9 let,. k = 3 and f(x) be reaL I:f' 
v al:u.e of x (x.1 9 X2 and x3 ) i.s substituted into f (x) ll the 
Y' = f (x) (2 
will be y"J. 9 y 2 and y3 ~ '.I'hese three values o.f y as ordinates 
aga;Lnst the thr'ee values of x as abscissas dete:rmine three poiJ:IttJ o:n 
the cu:J'."'lre oi' figure 60 Howevert rather than thinki.ng of f'igare 6$ · 
the :trmctio:n :f(x) may be i::onsidered as a J.;.d:l.mensional real vector g. 
The three values of f(x) are then the components of g.- The squ.a:re 
the magnitude of Q :is 
J 3 
G2 = ~~ f(x. }f(x,) = ~, [f(x .. )]2 
i=l l. ::t i=l 1" 
or G2 = [f(x1)]2 + [f(x2)] 2 + [f(X3)]2 (2,A-3) 
The f.;omponents of g may then be interpreted in· the 3"'dim.ensional 
Cartesian coordinate system as shown in figure 7. 
---------:, I 11 
I I I 
I I 
I I I 
I f(X2.) I 








I f(:i{~) I I 
- - -- ____ I/ 
Figure 7 
I 
Graphical Representation of Function Vector 
If f(:x) is defined :for all values of x in the interval ab (f:l..gu.!'l"i 
6), then ther:e 1s an i.nf'inite- number of values o:f f(x) cor:!::"esponding 
to each value of ·x i.n the interval.· The surnmati.on of (2.Li,2) W:Jt~ 
essa:ril,y changes to an integral and 
l b .· G2 ;;:: [:f (x) J 2dx 
a 
(for f(x) real) 
If f(x) ::Ls now considered. as complex=valued Ii t :f:(x) * f (x)d.x 
a 
By analogy 1;-.rith the scalar product of two complex; ve,::tor (2 .. 32) 9 thi3 
0 
scalar· product of G. and G .. representing the two complex=valued -":i. -J . . _, 
ftmtrt.J.ons f(x\, and f(x) j, i,s defined as 
• 
; 
The ,;;ondi:tiori foi0 the ortbogonality of the fu.m::rtions f (x)" and f (:x;), 
J.. .J 
:is that 0 (z.L/6) 
A general sinusoidal function is represented by the equat:fon 
• 
e.1 = E m.1 sin x ("'n~x{rr) (2oli,7) 
n II 
where E ::: E + jE (2c48) 
m1- m.1 m.1 
Employing the concept of the rotating vector (fig11re 1) and using 
effe~tive vaiues, equation (2J}8) may then be represented by the c:om~ 
plex vect,or 11)1. 
I:n a s::iJn:11.ar manner, the f\mction 
e.a = 




Ea rvE sin 2x 
- m2 
l rr °'* " = · (E. sin x) (E s:i.n 2x)dx 
n m1 m.a 
o..,,. e 111 








(2 • .52) 
(2.53) 
Geomet;r"i.calJ.y, a complex vector determines a plal'lii':i since has 
two degr.ees of freedom. Therefore it is :i.m:poss:ibl.e to mentalJ_y 
0 ' 
picture 1!]1 and .~2 as two orthogonal vectors; to accompl:ish th;is ,,rould 
req:11ire the visual concept of a l.i, .. dimensional space o:f. wh:i.tih the 
limited human intellect cannot perceive. Since geometric intuition 
can no longer be relied upon\) it is more satisfying to i(;;t'msider eaoh 
harmo:n.:i.e as a function (similar to figure 6) defined over the 
~ TT to 4110 each function being represented by a cr)mplex vector., '.r'he 
total:ity· of these complex vectors, one for each ha:rmonie 9 :forms an. 
orthogonal set. 
The idea of representing sinuso:idal alternating rt:-urrerrt,s and volt"' 
ages as complex: vectors was first conceived by the au.thor w.lthout the 
knowledge that .. such a notation had been used elsewhere. S:i:nce that 
time, while making an intensive study of the available literature on 
this subject, two other texts have been found in which the au:thors 
made use of the complex vector concept .,3 ',. However, in both :instances 
the use a.ct;ually made of the properties . of complex vector• algebra was 
so small that i:t could be considered trivial. It is felt that this 
sli.ght use of the complex vector notation in no way detracts from the 
' . 
ori.ginality of this dissertation. 
Summary, of Chapter II 
lo · 'rhe metric property is one of' the most import,ant chax'acter:istics 
of a· space o The most fundamentally important f'eature o:f a metr0ici 
space is the nature of the rule which prescribes the manner in 
which the distance between points is tp be measuredo 
z. In gfmeral~most of the :rules for manipulat:ing complex vectors are 
the same as the corres:ponding rules for real vector algebra. and 
complex sca1ar algebra., The major exception to this statement is 
encountered in the scalar product. In order to :insure that the 
norm of the zero vector only is zero and to make the norm of a 
non"'zero vector be real, it was necessary to defi.ne the scalar 
product o.f col)1.plex vectors in a different manner than is com= 
monly defined for real vectors. 
3 Edith Clarke, . Circuit Anal sis of A-C Powe:r~j~elJlS (New York 9 . 
1943), Vol1me 1, pp. '+-15. 
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i 
3. When applied to alte:r.na.ting ... current quantities,. complex veietors 
.. 
fail._ 'i:.o give results in a form which may be physically interpret,ed 
as well as the results which were obtained using twoadimensiona.J.. 
. . 
reaJ. vectors in Chapter I. However, complex vectors lend tl').em= 
selves in a natural manner to 'the, study· of' spaces of higher. 
' . 
dimensions and to the methods of matrix analysis. The mani-
puJ.ation of two .. dimensional real vectors gen~rali.zed in this 
manner woul.d be extremely, awkward and clumsy, if·not impossible. 
CHAPl'ER III 
LINEAR SINGLE-LOOP CIRCUIT ANALYSIS WITH 
SINUSOIDAL APPLIED VOLTAGE 
- In Chapter II, it was. shown that sinusoidal functions ma;y be repre ... 
sented by complex vectors. In this chapter>it will be demonstrated 
that by representing sin~soidal, a-c quantities by complex vectors a 
consistent scheme of representation can be devised which, when al)plied 
by the rules of the algebra of complex vectors discussed' earlier, 
j I • ' 
yields results that agree with the known correct results. 1 
,\, 
In the following analysis,the circuits considered will be assumed 
to be linear and bilateral, and the voltage impressed across the, ter ... 
minals of these circuits will be assumed to be a pure sinusoid. i!'ol:t~ 
age and current, being sinusoidal functions of a single frequency 9 
will b~ represented by one ... dimensional ve,ctors with complex coeffi"' 
cien.ts.. The a-c impedance has ,no sinusoidal property 9 being a con"' 







Linear S;i.ngJ.e-Loop Network 
40 
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z ·- R + jX (~., "' ) ~.JO l. 
• n Oi 
·E :::: E~1 = (E + jE )~1 (3 .2) 
n II 
1 ::::: I~1 :::: (I + jI )e.1 (3.3) 
The complex number Z is geometrically represented by a point in the 




Impedance in Complex Plane 
Recal.1:Lng that complex vectors have two degree~ of freedomp the com= 
plejc vectors representing voltage (3 q 2) and ~rent (3/3) determ:1J1e 
a plane. In orde:r. to achieve a geometric concept of these two vec= 
tors, the plane of the paper ma:y be arbitrar:1.J.y taken as the plane of' 
the complex vectors, and the complex coefficients plotted as shown i.n 








pne=Dimens:tonal Complex Vector Space (Plane) 
' 
Equab.ons (:3.2) and (3.3) may be written in the :form 
I 
E :::: E ~1 + jE 
I 
I = I ~1 + jI 
II 
21 -· .!1 
II 







The complex vectors! and 1 may then be geometrically represented as 
shovJ:n i.n figure 11. 
Complex ,V .· ctor Axis 
' J;1 Real Veet:.d.i:r Axis 
Figure 11 
One-Dimensional Complex Vector Space (Plane) 
There is another quantity, with its components, in add:°Ltion to 
volt~ge, cur:rent,and impedance which is of importance in circuit anal= 
ys:Ls., 'l'his quantity is the a-c volt-amperes 9 which was discru.ssed 
earlier in Chapter Io Before proceeding with the analysis of the ~ir'"" 
I 
cuit shown in figure 8, it would be instructive to examinE'I a=c vol't,= 
amperes further. 
In 1934, the Committee on Electrical and Magneti.c Uni:ts whi.r:;;h 
met in Paris decided that the reactive power in induet:'.tve cir<t:mits 
should be consi.dered negative, and the reactive power in capa©it:i:ve 
circuits should be considered positive. This decision merits care= 
ful thought; for it to be useful~ it must conform with the basic 
equ~;t:ions o:f' a=c circuits.. It should be recalled from elementa:t'Y' 




From (1.8) and (1.9), the activ.e and reactive powers are 
and 
P · = VI cos 0 
P · ::: VI sin Q r 
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The significance Qf defining Pr as being plus or minus for a given 
type . of circuit i.s. merely choosi~g either the voltage or current as 
the re;f'erence axis., For example, assuming an inductive c:trcuit there 
would be two types of vector diagrams as show.n in figure ,12. 
reference re erence 
(a) (b) 
Figure 12 
Two Different Reference Ax.es 
Of course, actually figure 12(a) specifies that the phase angle shall 
be measured from the current vector to the voltage vector, and figure 
.12 (b) specifies that the phase ~gle shall be measured from the, volt"" 
age vector, to the current vectoro The sign of Pas given.by (:3 .. 6) is 
obvious~ positive for both figure 12(a) .and figure l2(b). The s:tgn 
o:f P (3o7) for figure· 12(a) is positive, whereas !the algebraic sign r . 
of Pr for figure 12(b) is negative .. In accordance with the ©onclu= 
• 
sions reached in Chapter I, the symbol Pv will be used to represent 
the : so .. called "vector volt-amperes". Using equations (3 .2) and () o3) 
i . 
• 





p = .I 
V -
I II U II 
• ! = (I ~ jI )(E + jE J (308) 
• I I II 81 I U Bl I 




Similarly~ the value of P represented by figure 12(b) would be 
V 
•* I II I !I 
p'V' = I • l = (E = jE ) (I + jI ) (3 o9) 
or 
I I U II II I Q !I 
Pv =(EI +EI)= j(E I ~EI) (:3 .9a) 
• 
The equat:i.on that is selected for P , (3,. 8a) or (3 o 9a.) , must also 
V 
• 




Solving fo:t" Z in (3.10) gives .. 
• p z V = r (:LlOa) 
• 
In (:3 .lOa) both Z and P are complex numbers, wh~,reas I 2 (the norm of 
V . . 
I) is a real number. Therefore, if (3.10a) is an equality~ the real 
'= 
and imaginary terms on both sides of (3.10a) must each be equal in 
magn:it1.1de and s:lgn. Equation (:3 .Sa) can be written as 
p '= p + J·p 
V I' 
(3 .11) 
and (3.9a) can be w.ritten as 
• 
( .~ '1?') J. ?:., 
Si.nee the ci.rcui:t was assumed to be inductivep Z is correctly given· 
by (3 .1). Substituting (3 .1) and (3 .,11) into (3 .lOa) gives 
R + jX = 
p + ·p __ J...,r 
but substi·tuting (3.1) and (3.12) into (3.10a) yields 
p .,.. JP 
R + jX = -- r 
Ia 
Equation (3 014) i.s obviously false 9 since 
-jP 





Therefore if basic equation (3el0) is to be used in circuit analysis 9 
then (3. 8) rather than (3. 9) must be chosen as the defin:ing equati.on 
for P v. It is uri..f ort.unate that the Committee on Electrical and 
Magneti.0 Units chose the sign of Pr for inductive ci:r,~ui'ts to be 
negative. This choice would not allow the use of (3.10a) to calculate 
Z, and Pv could not be calculated from the simple rela:tion 
0 • ' 
pv = I 2Z = I 2 (R + jX) = I 2R + jI~X 
I 0 
As ment.ioned earlier 9 the use of (3. 8) £or P really means that pos= ' 
V 
itive phase angles w.ill be measured from the ci:trrent vector (as 







(50 + j86.6).§;1 volts 
(8.66 + j5)e1 amperes 
~. 
Using (3 0 8) Pv -~ (8 .. 66 = j5) (50 + j86.6) volt.,,am;peres 
P '"" 866 + j500 volt .. amperes 
V 
(8.66 - j5)(8.,66 + j5) . ' 
I 2 = 100 amperes squared 
SubsM.tut.ing into (3 .lOa) 
z _ 866. -I; j200 ohms 
· . 100 · . · 
Z - 8.66 + j5 ohms 
where R = 8.66 ohms resistance 
and JS:,= 5 ohms indu©tive ~ea.eta.nee 
The natu:re of the calculated Z is inductive 9 which is as it should be 
• • 
s:i.nce obviously the assumed 1 lags the assumed .~ 'by 30°. Had the 
recommendation of the Committee on-El.ectric:a.1 and &gnetir:~ Un.its been 
0 
followed, t.he value of Pv would be 9 
Pv = 866 = j500 vol't=amperes 
where inductive vars are considered negativeo The calculated 'value .. 
Z - .§.29.-~ 50Q o'l.-s . 100 ,L~ll of' Z would bep 
• 
Ol'.' Z = 8066 "° j5 ohms 
46 
0 
and thus Z is apparently capacitive, which ,is clearl,y incorrect. 
Therefore the recommendation that inductive vars be co;nsidered neg .. 
ati1re will be ignored; through?ut the rema~d~r, of thi:s · dissertati.on 
inducti've vars Will be considered. positive, i•!!o, equation (3.8) will 
• 
be used for vo1t ... amperes · (P ) • · 
V 
There are essentially three basic types of problems encountered 
in the sc.1ution of single~loop networks. These Jro'bl.ems are 
• • 
Case I - Given j and,l~ .determine Z~. 
• 0 • 
Case II .. Give~ Jf and Z~ _determine· l, and 
• • • 
Case III= Given land Z9 determine j. 
Of course, for any of these three cases additional information such 
as active power, power factor, etc., mar be required. Cases I - III 
will be analyzed in chronological order, with a numerical example 
being included f'or each case. 
• • 
Case I - Given! and l, determine Z: 
Equations (3 .. 2) and (3.3) may be written 
• , S II "Q .~ = E!:r. = (E + jE- )~1 = EeJ 1~1 = Elli ~1 
• • 
1 
The Ohm1s law equation for Z • 
• E ~. z =-:--
• 0 





(3 .,17) and (3 .18) • The calculation of Z Will . be performed using the 
• 
two :inost common foms of }1; and J. 
I II 
• (E + jE )!!1 
Z = ~I ii 
(I + jI )~:a. 
(3.20) 
! 0 ' 
In order to solve for Z in (3.20), it is ne'cessa.ry to take the scaJ.ar 
product of the :m:unerator and denominator of the 3:ight-hand side of' 
• 
(3.20) with];. Recalling that .the scalar produ.ct of compli::i.,c "vectors 
' ' . 
:i..s net , corrmmtati ve ~ the question is. wh~ther the left.,,hand qr r:ight= 
hand scalar product should be used. Equation (3 .8) and the resvJ.ts 
1 · • 
' of Example 1 indicate that the left-hand scalar product must be used. 
I II O 11 
e (I ... jI )(E + jE ) 
Z ::: --r' II I ii ()021) 
, (I - jI )(I + jI ) 
( 
I I II II n II 01 I 
I E + I E ) + j (l E = I E ) 
a II 
(I)2 + (I ) 2: 
The value of ~v :ts act:ually the numerator of (3.22) e but, usi.ng (J '"8) 
U II O , II 
P = 1 • I = (I - jI )(E + jE) 
V 
or 
O O Q II !I I If II U 
P = (IE +IE)+ j(I E =IE) 
V 
(3.23) 
· The power factor is 
(3 .24) 
where p = p + ·p V J r 
I O II II 
I.E +IE 
P.Fo:::: ~~ o et 1r . 0-·-0 .1. 
\ [(IE +IE )2 +(IE =IE )2 ] 2 




ELG1 ~1 z = ..,_;;.__ 
I.Lfu, ~1 
I L:.i:s • E 19.1 
Z,-· ---
Ib,9,.i • IL~ 
Z = EI l!;,* "' G.4 
I.2 
~~ = 1 • ! = Il=02; • ELQ..3,, 
pv - IEJ.~..;._Q.i 
p :;: p + op 




Pv - IE cos(01 Qa) + jIE sin(~1 .., 02) 
P.F. = 
:µ: c~s:(<J1., .... . .02) 
Example 2: 
Let the: applied voltage be 
• 
(59 + j.50 )S?1 volts I :!:: 
I 
• or E = 







(6 + j8)S?1 amperes 
10 /53a~ ~1 amperes 
Equation (3.20) is then 
• (50 + j50)~1 z = ohms 
: (6 + j8)~1 
arid. (3 .20.a) is 
70.7 1'±:t. !1 • 
z = ohms· 
10 L23,,g~ ~1 
Equation (J.21) becomes 
• , (6 - j8)(50 + j50) 
z = ohms 
(6 - j8)(6'+ j8) 
and (3.21a) becomes 
• 10 / ... 53~~0 x'70.7 /45° 
Z = ohms 
1. o Ir'.-:. o 10 ~ ... _5.J.,2 · X 10 .i..22J£_ 
• 
The final ex,pression for Z (3.22) is 
• z = 
o::r using (3.22a) 
(300 .+ 400). .+ j (300 = 400) 
. 36 + 64 
Z• __ 10 x 70 •. 7 L45o -: 52 ,20 = 
100 
• 
The value of Pv given by. (3 .23) is 
• 
= 7 = jl ohms 
7., 07 L ... 8~4 ° ohms 
Pv .= (6 - j8)(50 + j50) = (300 + 400) + j('.,00 - 400} . 
.. I._. 
48 
or Pv = 700 ·j~lOO volt-amperes 
and the value' of P given by (p.2Ja) is 1 
. V 
pV = 10 X 70o7 [420 ·~ 2~~ voltmamperes 
or 
The power factor given b.y" (3.25) is 
700 700 · 
707 
P.F" = 
[(700) 2 + ~ .. 100) 2 ] 2 - 0.990 
and the power factor given by (3.2.5a) is 
(' ' 0) 10,x 70.7 cos ... ~.2 
p .F. = ' ""'ST 
[(707_cos(-8.2°)) 2 + (707 sin(=$.2°)) 2 ]2 
700 700 
,P.F. =. 1 = 
[ (700) 2 +. (-100) 2 ] 2 
= 0.990 
707 
, The calculated quantities are: 
Z = 7.(J'? obms, .~ = 7.0 ohms, XC = 1.0 ohm 
49 
P = 707 volt-amperes, P = 700 watts, P = .. 100 vars (:.iapacit;ive) 
V J:' · 
Power fictor angle = .-8.2° (lejad~g) an~ ,P.F. = 0.990 
• 
C~:JJ - Given.) and Z, determine l: 
From equations (3.1) and (3.2) 
• 
Z = R + jX 
and 
~ I : II 
! = (E + ~E )~1 







(? + jE .)!:1. 
Therefore l 
Rationalizing (3.29) gives 
RI+ jX 
I II ii I 









If lis expressed :tn the :o:rm I 
1 11 
1 = ' (I + jI )~.t 
then from (3 .30) I II 




II RE - XE and I = 
aa + :x:a 
Using (3 .29) C II I II 
• ' (E ... jE) ,. (E + jE ) 
l . 1 = Ia = X -
(R - jX) i (R + jX). 
D ' 81 
I.a = 
(E )a+ (E )a 
Thus 
Ra + ::x;.a 
From (3 .16) p· =· I 2Z 
V . ·. 




p = . V 
I II 
[.(E ) 3 + (E )a] (R + jX) 
p -· ,v 
I n C 81 
R( (E ) 3 ,f ,(E )?] , jX( (E ) 3 + (E ) 2 ] 
. . + ----------
p = 
p = ;r 
\ 
I II 
R( (E ) 2 +, (E ) 2 ] 




(P.a + p 2)2 
r 
• • 
gives the equation for power factor in terms of! and Z 
R 
. ,, P.F. = ·· ... · 1 
' (Ra + X2)2 
.50 
(3.32) 
(3 .. 3:3) 
(3.34a.) 
(3 .. 36) 
(3,.36a) 




---NVv-----ii i-· I R I :ice 
E = (60 + j80)~1 
Figure 13 
Circuit for Exa.mple 3 
.51 
Given R = 3 0 ohms~ x0 :::: 20 ohms . and JS:, = 60 ohms, let H, be 
required to caculate 1, P~ Pr, P .. F., Pv and the vbltag.e drop across 
z = R + j,(~ - x0 ) obms 
Z = 30 + j(60 - 20) =· 30 + j40 ohms 
Usi.ng (3.,32) 
a 30 X 60 + 40 X 80 1800 T 3200. 
I = --·--
900 + 1600 
I 
I :::: 2.,0 amperes 
! II 
S01v:ing f o;r.· I · (3 ~33) gives 





302 4- 402 
II 
I = 0 amperes 
1 
I 11 
= (I + jI ).e1 
l = 2 ~1 .. amperes 
. 30 X 10,000. 
p = = 
30 2 + 402 2500 
P = 120 watts 
p = 
r --·--- = 
2500 
P = 160 1vars (inductive) 
r I 
Hence P = 120 '+ jl60 volt-amperes 
V. 
and P v = 200 voJ.;t; .. amperes . 
The power factor as given by (3.39) is 
' ' p 
p .F • = _, 





Z = j60 · ohms L . 
• 
,By Ohm0 s law, the voltage drop across the coil, Yv is 
.· • • 
V = z XI 
-L · L -
V = J0 60 X 2 _e1 -L , . ' 
• 
Ca§.~l;[J; - Given l and Z, determine !: 
I II 
Let 1: = (I + jI )!1 
and ' Z = R + jX 
The equ.ation for 11; is 
i 
!; = Z xl 
Subst.itut,ing (3.41) and (3.,42) into (J.LO) 
u II 
gives E = (R + jX)(I + jI )~1 
I II II 
! :::: [,(RI - XI)+ j(RI 
I II 
~ = (E + jE )§;,1 If 
I I II 
then: E -· RI = XI 
II II n 
and E - RI + XI 
+ XI 1 ) ].Q1 
From (J .. 41) 
"* • I II O II 
J • l = I x I = .... ( I 1 • j I ) ( I + j I ) 
I !I 
Iz = (I )2 + (I )2 or 
52 
(3 .41) 





The equation for volt ... amperes ;i..s 
i• ' • 
p = ':caz 
V 
Pv = I 2 (¥ + jX) = I 2R + j:tar 
Substi t:ut;i.ng (3 •. 47) into (3 o 48) yields 
I tt I tt 
Pv = R[(I ) 2 + (I ) 2 ] + jX[(I ) 2 + (I ) 2 ,J 
Where 
I II 
P = R[(I ) 2 + (I ) 2 ] 
I 
and 
I . II 
P = X[(I )2 + (I ).2 ] r I 




1 (3 ... 49) 
(3 ~50) 
(3 • .51) 
C:31152) 
If (3o50) and (3.51) are substituted into 0, .. 52),the result,.is the 
equation for power factor in ·terms of impedance 
R 
P.F. :::: - ........ .1r (3 .. 53 'f 
Example .4,: 
Let it be. required to solve the circuit of figu;re 13 when a cur= 
I • . . 
renti of 1 = (8.66 + j5)~1. amperes 
is flowing through th~ given'impedances. 
.. 
R = 30 ohms; X :::: 60 ~ 20 = 4o, ohms: Z = R + jX - 30 + j40 
ohms~ Using equation (3.4.5) 
I 
E = JO X 8~66 "' 40 X 5 
0 
E = 60. 
Using equation (3.46) II 
E = )0 X 5 + 40 X 8.66 
" E. = ~6 .. 4 .. 
• 
Hence I = (60 + j496 .. 4)~1. volts 
From equation (3.50) 
P - JO[(B.66)2 + (5) 2 ] 
P = 3000 watts 
Using equation (3.5l) 
p~ = 40((8 .. 66) 2 + (5) 2 ] 
It follows that 
and 
From (3 .. 53) 
P = ~000 vars (inductive) r 
• 
P = :,odci +j4000 volt-amperes 
V 
Pv = 5000 volt-amperes 
p .:r. '= 
(30a + 402,) a 
. - ' 
P.F. = 0.60 
The voltage drop across the capacitor is 
• 
Jc = (8.66 + j,5)~1 X ( .. j40) 
•· 
~c = (100 - jl73 ~2),2~ volts 
Summary of Chapter Ill 
1. The geometric re:r:>resentation. df a one-d:unensional complex vector 
requires a plane, since a complex vector has two degrees of free-
2o Using the complex vector notation, a-c impedance and volt-amperes 
a.re represented by complex s~aJ.ars, whereas Clll.rrent and .·ao·oltagei 
a.N represented by one-dimensional eomple:ID vectors (for.single-, . . . . 
ioop networks). 
3o 'l'he recommendation of the-Committee on Electrical ;;i.nd Magnetics 
Units, whi.ch met in Pari~: iii ·1934, that capacitive reactive power 
be considered positive ik riot cbnsistent with', th~' fundamental 
'· . . . . . . '·- ~ .. ·• 
5.5 
' 
Ob..rn'.s law equation for a"'ci circuits. Therefore in this 
i 
, I 
dissertation inductive reactive power will be considered pose 
itive,and·capacitive reactive 1powe;r: will be considered negative~ 
4. Complex vector algebra can be used to solve.sing1e .. 1oop a-c i;;i:r-
cui.ts in a simple,' straight-forward manner~ 
Conclusions 
'' 
In this chapter,a new concept of complex vector~ has been 
introduced to represent sinusoidaJ. functions of time, and a methoct 
for sOl:7'ing single .. 1oop networks has been presented using this new 
concepto It is apparent that the major difference in using the COlilc, 
plex vector notation, rather than the commonly used complex scalar 
notation 9 lies in the definiti,on of the scalar product of two complex 
' 
vectors o This def:i;ni.tion gives the correct e:x:pression for volt. 
amperes as discussed earlier. Since the reason for the failure of 
the complex scalar notation has been discussed,the question log .. 
ically a.rises, wh,y not explain the reason for the failure, use t.he 
conjugate of the current to arrive at the correct answer, and then 
cont;inue using the complex scalar notation as before? Indeed, if 
this were to be the only use of the complex vector notat,io11, this 
would cer-t.ainly be the most satisfactory course t,o pursue 1 Howeve:r t 
this is only a fragmentary portion of 'the reason for adopting t.he' 
complex vector representation of sinusoidal functions of time. In 
the [remainder of this dissertation, the concept of complex vectors . 
Wi.11 be generalized and applied to :rnuJ.tiple~+oop networks with b~th 
sinusoidal and nonsinu.soidal wave fO:r:'lllS of voltages and cu.1'.'rents, 
' ' 
where the nonsirrusoidal wave f oms are such that .they' can be· ·analyzed 
. __ ]._ -
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into sinusoidal components by t,he methods of the Fourier, AnaJ.,ysiso 
It will be seen later that the· concept .of the complex vector notation· 
w:i.11 readily lend itself to representation by ma.trices and subsequent .. 
ly to representation by tensors.,. The concepts and use of' complex 
vectors developed up to this point are the author 0 s own ideas; later 
' ' 
this new concept will be adapted to a procedure fornruJ.ated prin~ 
cipally by Gabriel .Kron. 
GHAPTER IV 
THE TBEORY OF MA.TRICES 
'rhe Basic Concept of a lfatrix 
A large port:i.on of the study of electrical engineering dea].s ba.s= 
::Lcally with transfo:rmati.ons, most of which are assu.med linearo Unfor= 
. . 
tunntely, however~ the mention of such a word as 11 trans:fo:rm.ation11 :is 
usually sufficient to scare away most electrical engineers. 'I1he 
matrix is a mathematical tool that is ideally sui:ted for· deali.ng with 
problems involving irrotational transforxnati.ons o The rap:idly i.n1creas,"' 
ing use of matrix metha:l.s by electrical engineers during the last 
several years i.s indeed encouraging, and it is the au:tho:r 1 s c:oi:iv:i.ct.:ion 
that matr:i.x algebra ,;,Jill take tts place as a standard undergradu.ate 
course in the eleetrical engineering schools of the lead;i.ng tm.:b.rer= 
si ti.es wi.t~hin the ne2ct decade. 
The problems o.f the engineer are fundamentally the same as those 
of the physicist; both e::i:;press pbysical phenomena in math(~matircal sym= 
bols. Generan,y speaking, the physicist endeavors to reduce nat:u:r.al 
pheri.omena to their simplest possible fom., usualJy e::is".press:ible by a 
few 9 mostly one 9 equatio'ns p :introducing · only as many mat.hema:l:/t.cal sym= 
bols as there are corresponding phy·si:cal concept~.. That is 9 the pby:s~ 
icist sets up an equation for, say, the conduct,ion of elect.r'i.c;ity 
between utwo 11 - electrodes. .or for an eJ.ectro=magneti,c wa:ve traveling 
along a 18 sil1gle 11 conductor, or for the electromot:ive :fo::rc,e generati2d 
in a 11 single11 condm,tor moving in a magnetic field, or :for the pas= 
sage of light through a lens, etc. Once the equation f'or tha phenom=-
e17,on is set up 9 the physi.cist I s role has endedu 
This is where the engineer I s role I begins. ·.r~e engineer takes a 
two=electrode tube and adds several additional electrodes; and for 
good meastll''e he conn.e0ts them to di.ff erent 'ty:pes o:f networks; or he 
bui.lds t::r;.msmission networks covering whole continents~ or hi;l takes 
11 £ievera.111 moving conductors and constrursts a large variety of tiomple:x 
rotating electric:al machines ; . or· he combi.:nes · a series o:f 
an optical :l.nst:rument 9 and so on. 
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' That is , 11the engineer generalizes the one-, twq~ 9 or thr.ee1"" 
dimensional problem of the pbisici.st' to k dimensions".. And 'that is 
where his difficulty originates ••• ' ••• 
In order to o:rganize·the large variety of' engineering problems 
into the absolute minimum rn:unber of standardized types in whi©h the · 
physicist has eJq>ressed them, it is necessar;v' to introduce new poirrts 
of view, new symbols, new mental and physical concept,so 1 
A matrix is_ a highly condensed method of' m'i ting · a system of 
linear equations.. Let such a set of equations be' 
Y:t. = aux11 + a:1.2x2. 1+ au:x:3 
Ya = aiux1 + a:ux2 + aux3 
Y3 = ~ &X1 + as ax.2 + 8.33X3 
(4.1:) 
Equations (4.1) represent a transformation of the variables. x.1 , x2 
and r int,o the variables Y:t., Ya and y3 .: . The set of equations (4,.1) 
may be i.ntei-preted in two,different,ways. 2 
(a) ; The quantities · x 1 , xa and x3 ~y be regarded as ©omponer!ts of a , ' 
• ' ' 
vector 1:'., and the quantities y:1., ya and y3 as component's of' another 
• • 
vector J, 9 where both! and 1 are referred to the same coordi..'!'late 
system and set of base vectors ~e1, ea and e3; in this case, equ.ation~ 
. :- - ~ 
i 
(4.i) are to be thought of as• representing a transfor.m.atior1 of the 
• • 
vector i into another vector 1• 
(b) The two sets of quantities (x1 0 x:2 9 x3) and (y.1. 11 ya, 9 . y3 ) may ·be 
• • 
regarded as components of the same vector,J, when J is referred to 
! 
two di.fferent coordinate systems. determined by the two, sets: o.f base. 
D I · I 
vectors, (~1, ~ap !3) and ~. _!2.·~3); in this even:t,equatio:ns (4 .. 1) 
are considered as transforming the coordinate axes. 
. I --·~---------
1Gabriel Kron. _'!'~nsor An~ysi~ ~of Net:_wore I (New York 9 1939) p 
pp. 1=2. . 
I ~I. s. Sokolnikoff, Tensor Anal.ysis (New York,' 1951), p. 20., 
Definition 1 (matrix): 
I ' 





arranged in a rectangular array o:f' m rows and n columns is ~all.ed a 
matrix with m rows and n columns. 3 
The matrix of (L1-.1) is 
a.u. au a13 
A rectangular array of n'Wl'l.bers enclosed in brackets~ a.sin (4 .. 2), 
will be used to represent a matrix in expanded form. A single cap .. 
ita1 .. 1etter symbol_encl.osed.·in bracket~ will also be used to 
represent a matrixo For example, (4.2) will be written as 
[A] = aa~ aaa a23 
A matrix having m rows and n columns is called an (mx n) matrix; thus 
(4.3) is a (3 x 3) matrix. A matrix in which m = n 0 as in (4·.3), is 
called a square matrix. 
In order to illustrate the use o:f'_the matrix notation, eg.uations 
(.4 .. 1) 111TiJ.l be expressed in matrix form. If the. quantities y1, .Ya and 
y3 are considered as the elements of a (3 x 1) matrix, then 
1 [YTI · = Ya 
F 
3 Aristotle D. Michal, M:atriX and T.ensor Calcu;L,it,:a (New York, 
1947), p. i. 
Simi.larly [l] = xa ; 
-:I! 
In matrix notation, (4.,1) becomes 
[YJ = [A] 
01"' in expanded fo:rm 
y1 au a12 
ya - aaj. a22 




a23 X x2 
8.33 'X.3 
The spac:e econorn;:,r of matrix notation is amply illustrated lzy· (406) $ 
i 
- when it is realized that ( ~,. 6) cou.ld ref er to n equat;i.ons in n 
w..knowns just as easily as it refers·to (4.1). The ma:nner :in whi.ch. 
the two matrices on the ri.ght"'hand s:i,de of (4o'?) will be multiplied 
together to y;i.eld the right,..,hand side of (4 .. 1) will be explained i.n 
the next secti.on in. th:i.s chapter. 
Us:ing the summation convention,{4.1) can be wro::1.tt.e.n 
(i, j 
It :i.s apparent that the value assigned to i specifies the·row and the 
value assigned to ,j specifies the column in which the element a:i,:j is 
located. . Hereafter the symbol a .. will be used to refer to t.J:i.e . 1J . 
el,f::l:ment in the :i'th row and jth column of' [A]. 'l'he matrix (4o2) will. 
also be ,<ill"i:tten as [ aij] , where the ranges of i and' j are either 
specified or understood. 
! Equations (4.1) through (L~ .. 8) have been devised with the :n:u.mber 
of ~ariables (1} or yi) pu.:rposely limited to three., Tb.is would 'r;ie:t·~ 
i • 
mit mat1°:ic:es (l+.4) and (l}.5) tc be interp:r~ted as two vectors, l' and 
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ol 
and !, in o:rditlary three-dimens:i~nal Cartesian coordinates.. This 
restriction causes no loss of generality, since all the discus.s:i.on 
thus far would still apply if [AJ were an (m x n) rather than a 
(3 x 3) matrix .. . ' 
The Algebra of :Matrices 
Definition 2 (equality): Two matrices [A] and [BJ are equal if, a:nd 
only if, each element of [A] is equ.al to the corresponding element 
of [BJ. That is 
It should be noted that the equality of two matrices :r·equ.ires that 
the two matr:tces have 'the same' number of rows and the same number of 
columns., 
[A]+ [BJ = '[CJ 
a .. + b .. = cij 1.J l.J ' 
[A] - [BJ = I (C ] 
u 
aij ~ b .. ~ l.J = cij 
In order to be added or subtracted,two matrices must have the same 
number of rows. and the same number of columns., If [A] and [BJ are 
(m x n) matrices, then :in expanded form 
a1.:1. a:1.2 • ~ .. a :1.n 
a21. a22 .. 0 " a.an 
. .. 0 .. • • .. 
[A] = (l.i,.,14) 
" • • • • 
. .. • .. • .. 
a a . " • amn m:1. ma 
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b.1.1 bu b 1 . 0 . 1n 
bu bu • • • b 2n 
• • • • • 
[BJ - (4.15) 
• ... • 0 
.. • • 0 • • 
b b • • 0 bmn m1 m2 
The sum of. (4.14) and (4ol5) is [CJ, where 
a1n +b 1n .. . . 
• • • a an +b an 
[C] = 
. . ~ ~ 
(IJ-.16) 
" • • • • 
• • • 
a +b a +b 
m1 m.1 m2 m2 . . " 
I 
The matrix [C J ir,l (4.12) is obtained by replacing the plus sigt'll:S in 
(4.16) by minus signs .. 
Defini.tion J.i, ( conformable matrices): Two matrices [A] and [BJ are 
said to be conformable if the number of columns in [A] ~qua.ls the 
number o:f rows i.'rl [BJ. 
If [A] i.s 1)0::1:fo:i:mable to [BJ, then [A] has the same number of colu:mns 
as [BJ has :r·ows; this does not necessarily imply that [BJ i.s r(;;OJnfox:rn.= 
able to [A]. ·rwo matrices [ao o] and [b J are confon:nable to eac~h 
1J .rs 
other, only if i = s and j :::= :r. 
C,~:i = a.kb1 • .... ,.., . l.. 1.-CJ . 
where (:i = 1, 2 9 •• • 9 m), (j = 1, 2 1 ? • • 9 p) and (k ~, 1 0 2 0 • 
n). It shoo1d be remembered that in (Ll-t17) the repeated index: k 
I 
denotes a summation., It, is actµal1y more informa:l:,:ive to describe the 
proc,ess by which the product of two matrices is fo:r.med tha,n to merely 
state the de:ti.nition of the product., The steps to be followed in 
determ.ini.ng the product of two matrices are 
(1) Multiply au by bu, au by 'bu9 au by 'b3 .1, • o .. ~ 1::\n by bn.1' 
and form the sum of all these products; the resul·t; :ts t .. he el,~ment 
in the f:irst :row and' f':l.rst column of (CJ, the proo.uct matr:Lx .• 
(2). Using the elements of the second, colu.mn of [B] 0 bu~ bu, 
b , rather than the fi,rst column!} repeat (1); the J'.'esul:t i.s 
~ . . 
I ' 
the element in the first row and second colu.m..11 of [ C] o 
(3) Repeat the process of forming the sums o:f · the . pro,:l.u.1~ts of the 
elemen.ts of the first row of [AJ with the corresponding element,s1 
of successive colum.ns of [BJ, .until all p columns of [,BJ ha:ve 
been exhausted. 
(4·) Repeat steps (1) 'through (3) f'oi' successive :rows o:f [A] t,o obtain. 
su.ccessi.ve row,s of [CJ. When all m rows o:f [A] ha"\Te been "Used 
in this manner once, the matrix [CJ will have been. cJompletedb 
Example 1: 
[A] = [.: -: :] 
1 -1 
[BJ = 0 4 
3 2 




=2 -~J X 0 4 = 5 25 
3 2 
The :mult:iplication of rnatr:ices, is, not commutative.. Tw.1.t is 
[A] X ~BJ f [BJ X [A] (4.18) 
The validity o+ (4.,18) is evident, s:i,nc~ the product [BJ x [A] m~y 
not, even e:xist even though the product [A] x. [BJ is well de:f:i.ned., 
Even i.f the two products on both sides of (4,18) did e:xi.s·t., the two 
produt:t matrices would not be of the same order unless [A] and [BJ 
were both square matr:ic:es. 
Example 2g 
Using the two matrices [A] and [BJ given :i:n Example l, let :l:t be 
requ.i.red to fi.nd the product [BJ x [A]. 
l =4 
X [: J 
7 ""7 2. 
... 2 
[B] x. [A] ·-· 0 4 ::: =12 20 l1, 
3 2 5 6 l:j. ll 
The r:n:ime1":ical results of' Examples ,.1 and 2 demonstrate the. general 
vali.dity of (4.18) .. 
Def:l;ni.tion 6 (produ(:t of' a scalar a.D:d · a matrix): The produ.ctt o;f. a 
·,. 
mat:.r:i..x and a scalar is formed by m1:t..ltiplying each element o:t the 
matrix by the scalaro 
Taking :into considerati<;m (4,1), the reason. for De:f:in.ition 6 :ts 
apparento The matr:ix p:rod:uc·t .[A] x [BJ 'Will be 1called the' p:r.emuJ.t4.'1 
' ' ' 
pl:l.cat::1.on o:f [BJ by [A], and the matrix product, [BJ x [A] wlll be 
I . 
calli!:id the postmult,iplicatio:n of [BJ by ,[A] o 
There are several special types of matrices'that a.re used 
I 
extensively :i..n applicat::1.ons.. These matrices and their ·most importcl.n't 
character:tst:i.r.:s 'Will .now be described and defined., 
Def'init,ion 7 (row or coJ:um.n matrix): A row or colarm1 rnatJt.0:iX is a 
rnat.:roi.x contairling a single row or column o:f elemen"t,s. 
The elis:men.t..s of a . row or coluntti matrix may be considered as the 
i 
coordin.at9s of a si.ngle row or'coltmm. vector; the elements of the 
' 
different rows and colu.mns of any matrix may be considered as the 
' . . 1 
coordina.t,es of' a set of row or column vectors. The result of' 
premultiplying a general (m x n) matrix by a (1 x m) row matrix is 
a (1 x n) matrix; an (m x n) matrix postmultiplied by a (n x 1) col~ 
umn matrix yields an (m x 1) col'Ulnl'l matrix. 
De:i'ini t.i.o:n 8 (null matrix): A matrix in which all the elements are 
ze:i:•o is called the null matrix and is represented by the symbol [OJ. 
Definition 9 (diagonal matrix): A square matrix in which all the. _ 
elements are zero ~ccept those along the principal .diagonal is called 
a diagonal mat,rix. The principal diago~al of. a square . matrix [ ann] 
contains the elements a11 (i = 1,.2, .• •• , n). 
Definition 10 (scalar mat,r·ix): A diagonal matrix in which all the 
elements along the principal diagonal are e.qual is called a scalar 
Definition 11 (unit matrix): A unit matrix [I] is a scalar matrix 
in which the elements of the principal diagonal are equal to ,oneo' 
Definition 12 (transpose):· If the rows and columns of a matrix [A] 
are.inte.rchanged,the resuJ.t is. called the transpose of [A] and is 
represented by the symbol [At]• 
The followin~ rules will be stated without proof: 
([A] + [BJ\ = [At] + [BtJ 
([A] x [B])t = [Bt] x [At] 
Definition 13 (singular matrix): A square .matriX [A] for which the 
determinant of the elements, written I A I, is zero is called. a sin~ 
gular matrix; if the determinant of a square ,'matri;x: is :not zero 0 the 
i .. 
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mat:t:ix is said to be nonsingular. 
Definition 14 (cofactor): The cofactor of the elE!lment a.,. ,, of the 
' ~J 
square matrix [ A J , writ ten Aij t is ( ~l )1 + j times the deter1:r1.inant 
fm:'l:lled by deleting the elements of the itl). row and jth column. If. 
this determinant~ usually called the minor of a1 , , is represented by ' J 
' . (', )i + j M. the symbol ~j' then Aij = .-1 -"ij 1 (!+.,19) 
De:fi.nition 15 (adjo:~3;1t): The matrix [!] which is the transpose o:f' 
the matrix in' which the elements ar!;l the1 cofactors of the elements 
of [A] j,s c:alled the adjoint of , [A]. 
[A] x [~] = I A I [1] 
Def:in:i:t.ion 16 (i:nverse): The inverse [A~ 1 ] of a mat:ri:ic [A] satis:f:'i.es 
I 
the equation 
From (4·,.2.0), obviously 
Also 




(4 .. 23) 
By premultiplying both sides of (406) by [A- 1 ],the inverse of the 
tran.sfo:r.mation (4.1) is 
Definition 17 (symmetric matri1X:): If the transpose [A.1) of a matrix 
[A] is the same as [A], the matrix [A] is called a symmetric matrix. 
That isp [A] is symmetric if 
Definition 18 (skew symmetric matrix): 
If 
the matrix [A] is called a skew symmetric matrix. 
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De:f.in:it,ion 19 ( orthogonal rnat:r:ix) :. , If the transpose [At] 'of a mat:rh: 
[A] :i.s equal to the inverse [A ... 1 ] of [A], then the ma't:r.ix [A] is 
called an orthogonal matrixo 
[At] - [A-1] 
Prem:ultiply:ing (4.,27) QY [A] gives 
From (L~,.28) or (4 .. 27) 
[A] x [At] = [I] 
I Al 2 = 1 
IAI= :h. 




(4 .. :30) 
1. The addition (or subtract::i,on) of matrices is conunutat:i.ve and aS$0= 
c:i.ative. [AJ + [BJ = [BJ + [A] 
([A] + [BJ) + [CJ = [A] ,+' ([BJ +[CJ,) 
2o The multiplication of matrices is associative arid d;tqt:ribut:i.ve. 
[A] X ([BJ ;x: CC]) = ((A] X CB]) X [CJ 
{AJ x ,([BJ + [CJ) :::: [A] x [BJ + [A] x [CJ 
3. The multiplication of matrices is not in general com."rl1rt.at:i'lre 
[A] x [BJ # [BJ x [AJ 
But [A] x [I] = [I] x [A] = [A] 
4. The matrix equation 
[A] x,[B]' = [OJ 
does not imply tb.a.t either [A] or [BJ is necessarily [OJ. 
5. With the exception of special operations, such as the transpose~ 
' ! ' ' 
t,he differences in ma:trix algebra .and scalar algebra are contained 
i:n. items 3 and 4. 'l'hat is~ if' a and b are scalars, 
ab = ba 
and ab = 0' implies that either a or b 
nm.st be zero o 
i 
CEAPl'ER V 
TEE TENSORIAL NATpRE OF A-.C NETWORK QUANTITIES 
A major portion of the material 1presented in this chapter :is 
based upon the works of Gabriel Kron and Pe Le Corbeiller given :in 
the general bibliography.· While several new concepts have been 
introduced by the author, the tensor character o,t' a-c cd.rcu.it qi~.an'f 
ti ties was or:iginally the work' of. Kron. 
The Topology of Electric Networks 
I 
'rhe terms branches, nodes, loops, and meshes are used e.xtensiveJ.:y 
in elec:trical.engineering •. Since different writers use these te:rms 
to mean different things, to avoid.confusion these terms will be 
defined below in the way that they will'be used in this dissertation., 
Definition 1 (branch): A branch of a network is a. ser:ies combin~= 
tion of circui.t elements between two terminals. 
Def:init:i.on 2 (.junction): A ,junction is a point common to morl:3 than 
two branches<> 
. ' 
Defini ti.on 3 ( nod,e) : A node is a terminal; a node is u.s,:mlly 9 bui:' 
not. :necessarily; a junction .. 'I 
Definition 4 (mesh): A mesh1 (also called loop) is any closed contottr· 
I 
drawn on a network diagram. 
! 
De:f'ii'iition 5 (subnetwork): The various parts of a given'network that 
I 
are coupled magnetically but not conductively are called subnetwo:r"ks' 
o:f the given networko '; 
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Definition 6 (:ncde..:pa:i.r): Any ywo nodes. within a si.ngle network 
constitute a node-pair. 
Let s :::: number of subnet-works 
B = number of' bra;nches 
N = number of nodes 
and M -· number of meshes 
A network in whi.ch a11· coupled meshes·are condµcti:vely coupled will 
be called a 11 completely connected" networko A network that is com= 
pl.etely connected obviously has only onei subnetwork. 
, I ' 
In a completely connected network having B branches and N.nodes, 
there are !m(N ... l) node-pai.rs and hence, considering polarity, 
. , lJ(N "" 1) voltages.. Let one of the N nodes be consip.ered, as the ref= 
erence node, (grounded); the voltages of all the othe,r N ... 1 nodes 
may be measured with respect to this r~ference nodeo The voltage be.J.. , 
' ,1 , I 1 
I 
twren g.ny two· nodes is the'. difference between the' voltages of these 
I 
two nodes measured wi.th respect to the reference node. Thus the 
N(N - 1) voltages may be eXpressed linearly in terms of only,N:- 1 
voltages. 
If P = number of independent voltages 
then (5.,1) 
For a network containing S subnetworks,equation (.591) maybe applied 
to each subnetwork P.· = N. - 1 
1 'J. 
(i = 1, 2, • C 09 S)(5.2) 
If the S equations represented by (5.2) are added, the left side 
, I 
be,cores P1 + P2 + " o • + PS = I, p 
I 
and the right side becomes 
(N1 = 1)·+ (N2 - l) + •• ~+(NS - 1) = N - S 
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where P a:nd N are the tot.al n~ber of independent volt.ages aii.d · nodes 9, 
respectiyelyp in the network. 1Equating (.5.3) an.d (5.4) gives 
P = N. S (5.'.5) 
independent voltage equations. Fo:t" a network having B branches, a. 
' . 
' ' 
total of B independent equations: are requireci to sol·ve foI' 'the B 
unkno'W'l'l branch currents.. .Therefore the ni.unbe:r of mesh equ.1;1.tions, M0 
that must be i'ormul.a.ted is 
(5 .. 6) 
For a completely connected network 
M = B-N+l (5. 7) 
In solving networks,the number of independe~t equations required is 
of primary i:mporta:nce. Equations (.Q.5) ~ (5.6), and (5o7) are 
. "! 
fundamental topologic relations which form the basis of electrical 
network analysis • 
. A Particular Solution of a Given 
I•. 
Network Using Matrix Algebra 
. ' 
The concepts that Will be presented in the remainder o.f this·. 
chapter can be best introduced in the solution of a specific· n~twor:k~ 1 
• 
It will be a.ssi.uned that tb;e.v~ltages of the s:i,.x generators 0 !at ~o 
0 • • • J 
Jc, Id, If and !g are· given. 'The generators, as usual, are assume~ 
I 
' 
to be constant ... voltage machines, · all generating ,a single frequency., 
.. . . . . . 
The six given branch impedances. za• ~,-zc• Zd, Zif and Zg will be 
assumed to have no mutual,·magnetic coupling. The problem is to 
• .b ·c "d 0 f O 
determine the. six branch currents, :f', J; · , 1 , 1 0 .J; and Ig in 
1P. Le GorbeiLler t Ma,trix Analysis of EJ.;ectric Netw,:or;~~ (New 








figure 15. The reason for writing the cu.rrent indices as super"" 
sc~ipts~ rather than subscripts as used for voitage'and impedance, 
m.11 be e:x;pla.'i.ned later in this chapter. The positive direc·tion of 
each branch current will be assumed to be in the indicated posit:i.ve 
direction of the generated voltage (figure 14.) in that branch. 
There are .four nodes in :figure 14 which are labeled as. A9 B0 c, 
and D. Applying. Kirchhoff 1.s c·urrent law to each of these (N = I+) 
nodes g:bres the four equations 
node A ja+id+l;f 
node B 
"& ob .ig =l ""1 ... 
.b • r node C l + 1° "' 
•c "d D 













(5 .. 11) 
Since their sum is zero, these f'o'U.:1:" equations are deJ?Elndent. There 
are (see 5.1) only thre~ {N .. 1) indEllpendent node equations 0 There 
are six (B =,. 6) b:ranch currents • Using (5 • 7) P a. tot.al of 
.M = B ... N + l = 6 ... 4 +· 1 :::: 3 
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more equations must be found iri ord~r to solve for·the six: branch . . ' . : ' 
currents o These three mesh· equations may be obtained, by applying 
Kirchhoff 1s second law to three inuependent meshes constructed on 
figure 14.. A simple way to construct three indepe11dent meshes· is to · 
trace ... out on figure 14 three closed contours thatlcontain each ci.r-. 
' I , , 
cu.it element of the network at lei.st once. The three such meshes 
chosen for this example a.re shown in figure 15. fhe voltage 
equations around the three meshes are: . ., 
for mesh 1 




and i'or mesh 3 • • .b • , • • • • 
E. - Z~ l + Z I 0 - E + Z Ig - E = 0 (.5 .. 14) ""°b• o c- , -c g- -g 
The three independent equations out of the four equations, (5.8) Q. 
(5.,11) that will be used in this solution are equations (508); (5.9), 
and (.5.10). A set of six equations (.5.8, .9, .10, .,12, .13, .14) 
has been: obtained which may be solved for the six: branch currents. 
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·rf the M.axw'ell cyclic cur~ent method had been used,a set of only 
i 1 ( 
! 
three equations in three unknowns would have resulted~ This method 
assum.es that there are three mesh currents which ci.JJcttlate in the 
' 
three meshes of figure 15 .. By correlating figure 15 with figure 14, 
I , 
the equations which express the branch currents in terms of the mesh 
currents can be written by inspection as 
•a • 
l = 11 
• b • • 
l = -ls. +I3 -·· 
"c • •3 
l = ,1: !' -l 
~I 
• d .. . a 
l = .. 1 
(5,,1.5) 
·r • • 
I -. .... ]/ +1' -
•g • 
l = .. I3 
' -
Subs~ituting (5.15) into equations (5.12) .. (5.14) and .simplifying 
giv.es 
• • 0 • 
(Za + z1 + ~)J/ 
• • a .... Z;rl 
0 • • • • 
• ~
3 = la· • Ir "" ~ 
• • • 0 • • .. -:~ . . . . 
• Z:f'l1 +. (.Zf + zd + Zc)l' ' 3 • zc1 = ~ - !r Q ~d 
,, 
• ·• • • • • . • 0 
... Z I 2 +.:· (z. + Z + Z ):r3 '= E.. "',· E .. E 
C-· ' 0 C g = ' ~ =c · -g 
(5.16) 
The. system o:f three equations (5.17) with the t,hree mesh currents as 
unknowns may now be readily solved. Once the mesh current,s have, been 
determined,the branch currents may be immediately found using (5.15). 
The process of ,determing the unknown. branch currents from the 
calculated mesh currents is so sirnpl.e that nobody befor•e Kron ever 
t.ho-ught about, the significance of such .an obvious step.,, The branch 
cuI':r.ent,s, being one .. dimensional complex vectors,. ,.can be expressed 
















[I J = j:2 (5ol8) 
0 
I:s 
The t1nde:rscore notation for vectors has been dropped in (.5.17) a:nd 
(5ol,8) since no confusion can arise regarding the ;nature of t.he 
curre:rrts involved., In this treatise, the el®ments of a s,;i..:o.gle column 
(or row) matrix will be considered as the projections o:f.' a vector in 
that particular reference :frame~ In (5.17),the vertical array of 
six complex quan~iti.es Ia .. 0 Ig are the pro,jec~ions of a single 
complex vector J. Corresponding t:~ (5.17) and (5.18) the b:ranc~h 
volt.age' matrix and the mesh voltage matrix are 
' ' I 
.. 
E . a 
~ 0 E1 
• E "n ., 
[E] C (5.,19), and [E J 11;2 .- • -· (5 .20) 




Two equatJ.ons derived in Chapter I! 
4 ** • , l • 1 =,]. x I - Ia 
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~ . 
and p ·- 1 : . E = V 
i 
shou.ld be recalled at this point. Fr.om (,5.~l) and (5.22), :tt. is seen 
that :Lf 1 and j are to be expressed in matrix form then the multi.pli= 
cation of singl~-colum:n matrices would be most useful i.f defined so 
• • 
that [It] • [I] would be a real magnitude. This product of 1-d:i.men-
sional complex matrices (vectors) Will be distinguished from. the 
product of other matr:i.ces by placing a dot (rather thi;m a cr·oss) 
between the two column (or row) matrices. 
I 
Definition 7 (product of single-column matrices ... vectors): The 
product of two single ... column matrices is obtained by mult:l.plying the 
·, 
conjugates of the elements of' the f:i..rst matrix by the corresponding 
elements of the second matrix and adding these prod:11.cts. 
The coefficient.s of the mesh currents in (5 .15) may be arranged 
in the matrix ~orm 
1 0 0 
-1 0 l 
0 l -1 
I [CJ = (5 .2:3) 
0 -1 0 
-1 l 0 
0 0 -1 
Using tn~ rule for the multiplication of matrices gi'?en in Chapter IV, 
it can be readily ver:U'i.ed that 
• • n 
[I] = [CJ x [I] 
• • t 
where [I] and [I] are given by (5.17) and (5.,18). The transforma-
tion: matrix C.5o23) is of the greatest fundamental importance. As 
indi1cated by (5 .2L} ), the manner, in which the closed contou~-rs are 
traced and. the polarities assigned in the branches and meshes 
dete::t;"lil.ine the reference frame (or coordinate syst•m) in whi.ch these 
: . ,J 
I 
quantities are mathematically :&epresented. A set of currents used i.n 
'Wl"iting equations a.round one set of closed contours maybe determined 
from the values of other currents calculated u~ing ar,.other set of 
contours and a transformation matrix; this matrix will generally be 
diff'er•ent for each c:lifferent set of mei;ihes used in writing the 
equationso 
0 u 
The relations of the elements of the [E J matrix (5.;20) to the 
branch voltages are contained, in (5.16). Thus. 
• • 
E1 = Ea .. Er ... ~ 
• • • 
E.2 = Ee+ Er• Ed (.5.25) 
• 
E3 = ~-.E -E C g 
If the mesh impedances, the c,oefric~ents of 'the mesh currents in (5 .l.6) 9 
are writ·ben in the matrix forin 
• 0 • • • ;z + z + z a f b -.Zf ... ~ 
• 0 .. • • • [Z J ·- Zr zf + zd + zc z (5.26) ·C 
• • • • • .,. ~ - z ~ + zc + z C g 
. I 
then the Ohrn1s law of the given network in. matrix notation is 
I 
• I • 1 • 0 
[E J = (Z] x [I J. (5.27) 
'rhe element,,s of' the px•incipal diagonal of (5.26) are the self imped ... 
anees of the three meshes, and the remaining elements are the mut·11al 
' ' ' 
impedances among the three meshes. .. ~inoe any two mesh current,s 
always :flow through a mutual impedance in opposite directions and 
the ~irec:tion of flow of ea.oh mesh current around its O'Wn me~h is 
always considered positive, the self impedances will always be.pos= 
itive"a.nd the 
1
mut:ua.l impedances ·wi~l always be negativ@. A more 
compact notation for (5.26) 
• • • 
Zu "!'Zu -Z13 
• I • • 
[Z ] = -Zu Zu . -Zu (5.,26a) 
• • • 
-Z32 Zu 
where the repeated subscripts refer to the self impedances of the 
meshes, and two different subscripts indicate· the two meshes to 
wh:ich the impeda:rv::e is conunon. 
Since no magnetic coupling was assumed to ·exist a;mong the si:x. 
branches 9 the br;;mch impedar1(J® matr:i.x is simply the . diagonal mat:r:ix 
" z a b 0. o' 0 0 
• 
0 Zi, : 0 0 0 0 
• 
" 0 0 
Z, 0 0 0 
[Z] C (5,28) -
0 0 0 Zd, 0 0 
• 
0 0 0 0 z f b 
• 
0 0 0 0 0 z g 
I 
lf (5.,23) is multiplied by (5.28),the result is 
• z a 0 0 b 0 0 1 0 0 
• 
0 \ 0 0 0 0 .. J. 0 1 
• • 0 0 z 0 0 0 0 l ,,.1 [ZJ !lt [CJ = C JC (.5.,29) 
• 
0 0 0 z d 0 0 0 -1 0 
• 
0 0 0 0 zf. 0 -1 1 0 
• 
0 0 0 0 Q, ·z 0 0 .,,J. g 
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• z 0 0 a 
• • 
-~ 0 ~ . . • 
0 ' 0 z .z 
[Z] -~, [C] 
c· C 
(5.29a) - . • 
01 .. zd 0 
• • 
-Zf I zr 0 
• 
0 O· -Z g 
The · transpose ofi ·- (5 ~ 23) is 
l -1 0 0 .... 1 0 
i 
[CJ= t 0 0 1 -1 1 0 (5o.30) 
0 l -1 0 0 ..;1 
The matrix product of (5.29a) multiplied qy '(5.30) is 
• z .,a ·o b 
• • -~ 0 :~ 
1 -1 0 0 .. 1 0 0 • 
.. 0 z .. z 
[Ct] x [Z] x (CJ ·= 0 0 1 -1 l 0 
C C (5.31) X • 
0 .. zd 0 
0 1 -1 0 0 -l 0 . • .. z. . f Zr 0 .. 
0 0 -Z ·g 
• • • • • 
Za + ~ + zf .. zf ·5> 2c , . 
0 !' • .. • • 
[Ct] X [ZJ x [CJ= , ... zr Zc + ~d + zf - z (5.'.3la) C .. • • • • .. ~ - z. C ~ + z + z .._ C g 
Equation (5.31a) is exactly the same as :(5.26); that is 
9 ,1 O 
[Z ] , = , [Ct] x [Z'] x [CJ (5.,32~ 
Equation (5.32) is of ~qua.l importan·ce to (5.24). The mesh impedance 
matrix is determined from the branqh impedance matrix and the 
transformation matrix using this equation (5.32). Even with magnetic 
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i 
I . ,. , . 
coupling of branches present~· :). t i.s us~lly a s:imple ma:t:t~r t:,o write 
I .. . . . 
down the branch impedance matrix [ZJ. .In faitrly· simple circuits 
with magnetic coupling of branches,the task of writing down the mesh 
impedance matrix directly becomes highly complicated and strict 
attention must be pa.id to signs~ However, even for more complicated 
networks• tMr transformation equation (5o32) always gives the 
correct magnitudes and signs of the·va.rious'elements of 'the mesh 
' . '
impedance ma tri:ic [ Z J • 
If I t,he. branch vol'ta.ge ma.tri.Jt (5.19) is multipli~d by 'the 











[Ct] X [E]. = 0 0 l -1 l 0 
0 1 -1 0 0 -1 
Ef 
• 
E ' g . . ~· 
Ea..~. Ef' 
• • • 
:EC - Ed+ Ef 
• 
~ -·E0 ... Eg 
(5 .. 33) 
.The co'lurn.n matrix (5.'.33a.) is exactly the same a.s the mesh voltage 
matrix (5. 20), the elements .of which a.re defined by (5 .25). That is 
• 1 I • 
· [E ] = . [Ct] x [E] (5.34) 
Equation (5.,.34) specifies the. manner in which · the mesh. voltage matrix 
may be obtained fr.om the branch voltage matrix and the transformation 
matrix .. · 
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Gisen the network in figure 14, the, steps necessary to arrive a.t 
, , I 
a solution ,for,the branch cuirents may be summarized• as foll,ows: 
.. 
1. From the givennetwo:rk, write down the two mat:r0ices [E] (5o19) 
• 
and [Z] (5 .28). 
2. Construct a suitable set of B-P ~= 3) meshe·s,a.nd const:r.u.ct the 
transformation matrix [C] (5~2,). 
I 
, o 1 ~ I 
By matrilc multiplication,det:ermtrie [E] (5.34) and [Z J (.5.32)o 
.. u 
4. :Multiply both sides of (5.27) by the inverse' of [Z,J to give 
., ., 01 
[I] = [Z - 1 ] ~ [E] 
5. Us:1.ng, (5.2L~), determine the branch currents from 
I 
• • I 
[I] = [CJ x [I] 
General 'Pro.of' of the Transformat1on Equations 
for Voltage and Impedance: 
r.rhe network given in figure lL~ will be' used as a visual aid in 
:• 
formulating the general transf'ori:nition equations,, of voltage and imped"' 
ance. The proof will make · use of two auxiliary networks ; the fi::r-',st 
of these two networks Kron called the "primitive network". 'l'he prim ... 
( ' 
itive network consists of Bmeshes obtained by short""circ."Uit.ing each 
branch of the gi:,.ren networko The primitive network of .fi.gure llt, is 
shown in figure 160 
'+ 
(11) 





rv - ' 







z {"\/ z 
f' g 
ti • 
!f E ' ~ .. ct 
t:, 
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It is evident that the branch voltage matrix a.:n~·the1 branch·impeda:npe 
i ' 
matrix are the same for the pr:imitive·network (figure 16) and for the 
given network (figure 14). Since the currents for the primitive .netq 
work are obviously different from the branch currents of the given 
,· 










The Obm 1s law equation for the.primitive.network is 
• • • 
[E] = CZ) X [JJ (5/36) · 
0 • 
where [E] and. [Z] are defined 1:)y, (.5.1i9.) and (.5 •. 28), r·es~~cr!:.:i:veJ.y. ,, · 
The second awd.,liary network needed in the.proof Kron called the 
. ' ! 
11 intermediate networl~1!. The intermed,ia.tie. network is obtained from 
the given network by adding enough impedaw;::e-less · eonnec"t,ions s? that. 
each branch of the given network is .short-circuited. The intermea 
' I , 




, Figure 17 
Intermediate Network 
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There are numerous ways of constwcting the intermediate network . , . 
' pictured m figure 17. Six ~uitable meshes must now be selected on 
figure 17. · The first three meshes sele~ted will'be the same three 
! ' 
used in the previous solution of i'i~e 14 as indicated in f'igux•e 
15. Each of the la.st three meshes chosen must include at least one 
of the short-circuits,a.nd·all three of the short ... circuits must be· 
used. The last three meshes will be chosen as follows: 
mesh 4 ... branch d and short' ... ,cirQU.1 t ·DA 
mesh .5 .. branch :f' and short ... c:ircuit CA. . ' 
mesh 6. branch g and short ... circuit BD 
I 
Of oourse 0 many o"!:,her choices were p<;>ssible for meshes 4 .. 6. 
' .. ' 
The branch current matrix [ (I)] and the mesh current matrix 
•u 










(5~37), and •• [ (~ )] . -
• 
'(!3) 
• (!If.) (.5.'.38) 
c:ii·) • (!5) 
• (Ig) • (!6_,) 
where the parentheses 'within the '·'brackets· refer to the our:rents of 
the inter.mediate network. From f'igµ,1:"e 17,the :relation.between the 
branch currents and mesh currents of the inte:rmedi.a,te ne'l;,work is 
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• 0 
(Ia) l 0 0 0 o· 0 (I1) 
(Ib) 
.. 
.... 1, 0 1 0 0 0 (I.a) 
(I,c) 
0 
0 1 -1 0. 0 0 (!3) 
(id) 
= X (5.,39) • 
0 -1 .o 1 0 0 ' (I~) 
c:i:r) • -1 1 0 0 1 0 (Is) 
• • 
(Ig) 0 0 ;.1 0 0 .. 1 ' (I6) 
• o I 
or [ (I)] = [M] ~ [ (I )] (5o39a) 
. I 
The currents in the primitive network a1;e numerically equal to 
• 
the branch currents [ (I)] in the int®rmediate network. Equation 
(5 .39a) is valid for aD. numerical 'i/'alues of the two sets o.f curre~ts; 
' ' I ' ' ' 
this equation depends only on the topology of the network. l,o!., the 
meshes chosen and the positive direet:ioris assigned in the lxranches 
' ' 
and in the meshes. The values of the two sets of currents could be 
changed by changing the vs.l~1es of the' branch impedances. In .part:ic: ... 
ular, if the impedance-less connections were open .. circuited; l•!.• i 
the impedance · made infinite,: the two sets of currents would beie:ome 
the .corre.sponding two sets of the given network (figu.re 14). Thu1s 





• (IC). 0 I 
[(I)] -
'(Id) 
becomes [I] = Gd (5.40) 
I 






(I2) 1:2 . . . 
• I 
(Is) 
• I I3 




• • • 
sincie Iii, P I\ and I 6 are now zero~ Howeve:t:'p regardless of the values 
of the two sets of cu.rrents,equation (5.39a) still holds, henic:,e 
~ tt' 
-· [M] x: [I ] (5o42) 
• . 




0 0 12 ... 1 0 1 0 
:i:c 0 1 -1 · 0 • 0 0 I I:1 
id ,, .... X (.5.,h2a) 0 0 0 0 =l O 1 
if =1 1 0 0 1 0 0 
ig 0 0 . =1 0 0 =1 0 
When m,uti.pl:ied together, the elements of the last three co]:umns of 
the ma'tr:L"i: [M] wi.11 be muJj;,iplied by the f:'>lemerxt,;,i:c: of the last tbree 
• I 
rows of [I J, irthich are zero., '£here.fore the last three columns of 
the nons:i.nguJ.a;r. ma.tri.x [M] may be set equal to zero gi:v:ing "the 
ij 
s:ingalar matr:ix. [M J t st.nee the values o.f the b:r.an,::ah, cu:t:":rents wi.11 
not be affected. 
• • 'ta 1 0 0 0 0 0 I1 
ob • 
I -1 0 1 0 0 0 r2 . ' • 
I'' 0 1 .. 1 0 0 0 I3 
"d -· X (5 0 '+:3) 
I 0 =1 0 0 0 0 0 
.f 
I =1 1 0 0 0 0 0 
• Cf 
If.:> 0 0 =1 0 0 0 0 
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• u • 0 
or [IJ 
! 
[M J JG [I J (:5.,43a) 
Equations (5.43) and (5o43a) are equivalent to 
•a 
I 1 0 0 
"b 
-1 0 1 I 0 
•c I1 
I 0 1 ·..,1 • 
"d = X :r2 ' (.5.44) 
I 0 .. 1 0 • I3 , ...... if 1·1• ... 1 1 0 
•g 
I 0 0 ... 1 
0 • ! 
or [IJ = [CJ x [I] 
Thus the rectangular (B x M) matrix [CJ has been deri·ved from the 
nonsingular square matrix [MJ. 
The volt-amperes in the primitive network are given by . . " 
P = [J J • [E] 
V · t · 
as given by definition 7 and (5.,22) .. Each branch of .the intermediate 
network (figure 17) is short-circuited the same as each element of' 
the primitive network (figure 16)e Therefore the a ... c volt-amperes 
for the intermediate network are the same as for the primitive net .. 
work .. Hence 
o O f.l . 
P = [(I)t] ~ [E] V , : (54)46) ' . 
0 
Equating (5 .. 45) and (5.46) and substituting for [(I)] from (5.,39a) 
• • • I • 
giyes [Jt] " [E] = ([M] x [(I, )])t • ~EJ (5.47) 
, • I 
Denoting the mesh voltage matrix by [ (E )L, the vol t-a.mperes for the 
intermediate network may be written in terms of the mesh voltage 
, • I : • n . 
matrix [ (E ) J and the mesh current matrix [ (I )] as 
· • 0 n • 1 
.. Pv· = [ (I )t] " [(E )] (,5.,48) 
Equating (5.47) and (.5.48) gives 
•1 · •u I ''.I " 
[(I \J • [(E )] = ([MJ x [(I )J\ • [E] (5.49) 
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I 
, • 1 · • I • I • 
or [(I . \J • [ (E ) J ! [ (I \J • [Mt] x {EJ (.5.49a) 
. i ., 
Since (,5.49a) must hold for all v.alues of [(I )],then .. , . 
[(E )] =: [Mt] X [f] · (.5'!50) 
The·form of (5,..50) is not affected b;y the topology of t,he network 11 
hence removing the short~cir~ui~~ (.5,.50) becomes 
•c • 
[E ] , ,= [Mt] x [E] (.5.51) 
As shown in (5.43) and (,5.44) 0 when the impedance-less conne:ctions 
·1 ' ' ' 
are removed the matriX [MJ becomes [CJ. Equation (.5.51) can thus,be 
written 
Equation (,5.,52) is the same as (5.34h the voltage transformation 
equation h.as,thus been proven. 
For the primitive network,the equation 
• • • [EJ -, [Z] x [I) .. .. . 
becomes· [EJ = (ZJ x [ (I)], 
when the branch currents of the inte~~diate network are used. 
. . . 
stituting [(I)J from (.5.39a) into (5.53) gives 
o o "I 
[EJ = [Z] x [M] x [(I)] 
Sugstituting (.5.54) into (5.,.51) yields 
· • 1 • • C 
I [E ] .= [Mt] x (Z] X (,M] x [(I )] 
· I 0 0 •• •, 
The eq~tions CE J = [Z ] x [I ] 
. . , 
and (.5 • .5 ) must hold for all values of [ (I ) JO hence 
•t 0 







Replacing [M] by [CJ• equation (5.57) becomes the s~e as (5.32), the 
second transfor:ma.tion relation that was to be proven. 
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Covari~ce and Contr~vari~nce of Voltage 
,. 
and Currerit Vectors 
It was pointed o'llt earlier that,the.transformation,mat.riX [CJ 
(5.23) is entirely determined by the topology of' the given network 
(figure 14), 1.~. 0 the location of the.meshes and the positive 
directions assigned in the branches and meshes. Allowing the. 
possibility of using the same branch more.than once in a mesh, the 
rn:un.ber of different meshes that can be drawn is obviously infiniteft 
I 
I 
Le Corbeiller has shown that for each of these: (B :x: M) tra.nsforma... 
' .. ' . ' i .. ' ' . 
. . . . . . ' 
tiori ma.triQ,es · [Cs.Jo [Ca], (03] 0 • , .. ,, [Cn]• , • o (5.57) 
there exists a corresponding (M·:x;M) nonsingular matrix [K] sat .... 
, I 
ifying the equa.tion2 
':l'hti:s'there is a one .. to .. one corresporxie:nce between_the two sets of 
matrices. 
and 
(Cs.}, [Ca] 11 (C3]0 • .• •.o [CnJo. • .. •." 
[IJ~ [K~] 0 [K3] 0 • , ., [Kn],· • • • 
The (CJ matrice_s (5.57) are rectangular and consequently have no 
inverse& The non.singuJ.ar square [K] mat~ice~ (5.59) may be used 
in derivations requiring ma.tr.tees which have inverses. 
The co:n:ciepts of covarianc,~ and contravarianc~ of voltage and 
current are closely. associated with similar concepts· of the mechanical·-
analogies of electrical quantities. 'therefore an example from 
•. ,, 1, i. I 
mechanics of a particle of unit mass moving in a plane under th~ 
in;f."luence of a force! will be used to introduce these concepts., 1 
I 
If a Cartesian coordinate system is constructed on the plane 'of 
motion 'of the particle O the projections of the f o:!!"ce acting on t,he 
' 
' 2~.' pp. 52 .. 56., 
I 
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particle are , 
F - ~v. (:x:1, X4,p and F = cJ& V (:x:1 , :X::a) (.5.60) 
X1 X1 X:a X2 
where.y(x1, X2) is the velocity of the particle. A linear transfo:r.rna .. 
tion frotn the old coordinates (x~, xa) to new ones (xl, Jt:!) 
-,r'.. = 
"""'1 
x} = c:x:1 +. dx2 
may be expressed in matrix form as 
or [X1 ] = [T] X [X] 
(5~62) 
C.5.62a) 
Expressed in terms of the new coordinatl;ilS (xlP x~),the projections 
of the veloci~y of the particle are 
V = ~l = dx1 + ~2 
Xi I, dt adt dt 
(5.63) 
vx! 
d.x' 'd.x +- dx2 = -2= °cit 1 ddt q.t 
. Equation_, (5o63) ex-pressed in matrix form is 
V a b [~1 x' :I 1 = X 
vx! c· d dt2 
(5.64) 
or [V 1 J = [TJ ;x: [VJ 
In terms of 1the 1new coordinates, the pro,jections of the' force· are 
.F r 
X,; 
Solving for x1 and X2 in terms·of xl and xi gives 






Xa = ~·~t+ad~bcxl (5.,66) 
or [X] = [~~1 ].x'[X1 ] 
. ! ' 
Substituting the appropriate derivatives of (5.,.;66) into (5.65) gives 
or 
F - .• d Fx + -e Fx xl - ad - be . 1 ad~ be a 
F · = .-b Fx, + a -Fxa 
xi aq. - be , ad ... be a 
(.5.,67) 
Thus when the coordinates ax•e transformed by the matrix [T] 0 the 
' ' 
velocity o:f.' the particle is transformed by [T] also~ but''the force 
acting _on the particle is transformed by the transpose of the :i.n:verse 
of [T], [Tt 1 ]. In genera1 0 quantities which are transformed by [T] 
when the coordinates are transformed by [T] ·are' called II contra ... 
variant'.' quantities; quantities that are transformed by [Tt1 ] a,s a 
result of the coordinates being transformed by [T] are ·called 
11 covaria;ntu quantities. 
In the solution ·of the network gtven in figure 14, it was sho'W!l 
(.5;24) that the branch and mesh currents are ,related by the-- equa.tiox:i 
• "n 
[I] = [C1] x [I ] (5&68) 
If another ·set of .meshes were chosen, t:He equati~n' anaJ.ogous to (5 .. 68) 
would be 
. ~ .. 
[I] = [Ca] X tr J 
From (5.58) [Ca] = . [C.1] x [Ka] 
Hence, equating. (5.68) and (5.69) 
0 t •n 
(C.t.] x [I ] = [Ca] x [I ] 
• C 011 
or [I J = [Ka] x [I] 
• I • 
Considering voltages [E.] = [C1t] 4 [EJ 
• 11 • 






= (~C1] X [K2])t = [Kat] x [C1t.J (5.7oa.) 
•tt • I 
Hence [E · j :::, 
1 
K%] X [C1t] X [E] (5 .. r?4) 
From (5.72) and (5.,71i), it follows that 
• 11 ° a 
[E J = [Kat] 'x [E] 
Since [Ka] is 
, o I 
nonsingu.lar,(5.75) may be solved for [E] 
0 I O II 
~E] =. [Ki{~ x [E] (5.,76) 
Equations (5o7la) and (5.,76) show ~he bas~c,d;l;ffer>ence in th~ tr~~ 
formation o:f currents and voltages. Equation (5. ?la) and (5 /16) are 
of the same type as (5.,6L~a) and (5.,67a). . If one of the two sets of 
quantities, currents or voltages·, are tra:nsformed by a certain non.,, 
singula:r' matrix, the other is transformed by the transpo,se of the 
inverse of that matrix. Actua.J.ly, either set of qua.ntities 0 currents 
or voltages, could be transformed first. The tende:ncy o:f" engineers 
to begin the analysis of' a network qy establishing the relations 
between the branch ~nd meshlcurrents and t,he prevalent use of the 
force-voltage, ,mass-inductance and velocity-current system. of 
mechanical analogies dictate the choice of currents as cpntravarian:t 
si.ua,ntitie~ and voltages as covariant quan;tiities. The locati.on of 
the indices will be used to indicate whether a vector i.s covariant 
' ' 
or contravarianto A single superscript will be used to denote a 
, ' I 
contravari.ant vector, and a single subscript 'WiJJ. be used to denote 
a covariant vector. This notation will be -used throughout this 
d:issertation. Later in this chapter, it will be shown that a 
covariant or contravariant vector is a special case of a more general 
entity, a tensor .. 
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I 
The Nature o:f A, ... q Nttwork, Quan~ities as Dete:r.m:tned · 
by Theit Transformations 
The manner in which sinusoidal vol·~ages and cu.r;re:hts could be 
reJ?resented by qne-dimensio11.al comp10;X vector~ was demonstrated in 
~hapter. IIo This demonstration was based upon the geometric 9on~ 
cept of a rotating vect0ro Such an explanation of the repre.senta .. · 
I I ,, 
• I .I 
tion of a"'!c voltages and currents by copiplex vec:rtors was sufficient 
i 
at that time and permitted the illustrations. of the' use of the'nota~ 
• 'I ; . \ 
tion to be presented immediately in Chapter III. Eow~er, to·the 
truly inqu:iring mind, the establishment of an algebra upon a concept 
no more concrete than th1p intuitive •idf;:la of a rotating vector i.s 
. . 
far from satisfying. In this s~ction,it·Will,be .shown that the 
fundamental reason for representing a~c voltages a.nd currents as 
' ( ' 
complex·vect<:>rs is based upon the, mahner in which these quantitieso 
' I· 
currents and ·voltages, are transfor.m.ed when the referenee f:ra.me in. 
which they are represented is subjected to a linear transformation., 
Earlier in this chapter~ it ~s s~own that ·there ex:i.stl!;)d a set 
of' transfom.a.tion matrices [CJ ,(5o?J).0 relating the branch and mesh, 
currents, the, elements of 'Which were' dependent upon the topology of 
the given network .. For each choice of meshes,there e:xists a pa.:rtic .. 
u1ar trartsf orination matrix [ CJ and a corresponding mesh-'cuz•rent 
"l 
matrix .. [I ] • 
:Matrices were' first 'introduced to reduce the large nu:mber of 
symbols or equations that had to be manipulated, to a single symbol,or 
equationo The first result of the adoption of the, matrix notation 
was an obvious ecoJ;IOITJY' of space realized for a given number of 
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manipulations& But now it is found that the· entities 0 matrices 0 
! 
which were introduced to red.ucJ t.he number of quantities to be mani.p ... 
' I ' ., 
uJ.ated have become great in number. al.soi tor example 0 there ar~ ma:n,y 
01 
mesh,.current matrices [I J & This lin':' of reasoning leads ;in' a mt"' 
ural way to the fol:Lowing definition •• 
Defi:ni tion 8 (tensor) : A collection of n .. way matrices fa>r.rns ·.a phys ... 
ical entity9 a tensorio:f.' valence n~ i:f.' with the a.id of a group of 
tran,fonnation matrices [CJ they can be transformed imto one anothero3 
The process of changing from one set of meshes to an~ther' set 
of ~shes is equivalent to changing coordinate systems o · The collec ... 
tion of aJ.l the meilih-current matrices .forms the mesh ... current tensor; 
each of the mesh,.ourrent matrices is the projec'f:,ion of the mesQ. .. 
curren~ tensor in that particular coordinate system. (refere~oe frame)e 
Sine~ the .me~h-current matrices are i-wa.y (~olumn) ,matrices~ the 
mesh-current tensor is a tensor of'vaJ.ence l, A tensor of valence l 
' . 
is called: a vectoro Thus the mesh;.;current vector is the co:J..!ect:l.on· 
\: . ,, : 
1, ' • V I 
of all .the .:mesh-current matrice,s [,I ·· J, each part.icular mes,h=-current 
mat;riX being the projection' of the mesh.current vector in that, 
particular reference frame. It has ·been shown· that the mesh.:current 
matrices transform as contr,avariant quantiti~s (5,,,fla)e . Hence the 1 
collection of. the mesh .. current matrices is a contravariant tensor 
(or vector) of valence 1. 
For each of the 'mesh,..current matrices resul.ting from choosing 
several difi'er~nt sets of meshes, there is a corresponding mesh ... 
I' 
voltage matrii:,,, The collection of all the 1-way mesh~voltage matrices 
is the mesh .. voltage tensor (or vector) of valence 1 ... It has been 
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shown th:.1,t the mesh=vo~lt,age matrices trans.form as cova:r.':l.ant qu.ant:ities · 
(5 e 76). There:f ore the collection of all the mesh..,voltage matr:ices 
consti.tutes a covari.ant tenso:I:" ( or vector) · of valenc:e 1 .. 
" I 





[Ct] x [Z] X [CJ (5 ... 32) 
It should be noted that while the· transformation eq~ations' of cur:i:'t~rrts 
(.5o24) and vo1:tages (5~3Li,) attract only one trans.forrnat:ion mat:r:ix 
ealch9 the transformation equation, of' impedance ('.5.,32) attracrts t:wo 
transformation matr:i.ces ~ The term 11valencen grew ou-t of' th:is 
' 
11 chem.i.cal11 p:r'operty of d;tff erent kinds of tensor A. 
Def:tni"l:~ion 9 (valencd.;'): The valence of. a given tenl;lo:t' i.s the :number 
of trans:format:i .. on tensors required to t~ansfom. the g:bten 'tenso:r' 
,' 
when· the ref ei:•ence frame has been subjected to a line:,i:r tr~1.nsf 01'.'!11a,~ 
t:ton. 
From the previ.ous ~1.nalysis and definitions 8 and 9, :i.'t i.s appa,re:nt 
' I 
that; thf.;) collection o:f all the 2. •• way impedance mat:i:0~tc1::,s, co:r:r·espond ... 
ing -t.o the va:t:\1..o·us ciho:Lces of meshes, consti t::u:tes a tensor of° 
valence 2. In inde:x:' nota:t.ion, (5 a2) is 
.. 
(5,,77) 
The equations of' transfo:nnation for currents (5 0 2Lf) and voltages 
(5 ~31}) may be written in i.udex notation as 
fl = cf1 j:t' (,S 78) ml- ,., t}' 
" • and E = cf\E (5q79) -'!il I . m -m 
'rhe pos:i.:t,:i.ons of the indices in (5 "78) and (5 e 79) are used to i,r1dicate 
the contrava:riant nature of the currents and the· cova.:r:iant, :b.ature of 
0 
the voltages., The double i.ndices of Zin (5o77) are both subscrip!:;s~ 
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• • 
Equation (5 o 77) is a, covariant trans:form.9;tion of Zmn intq: Z:m On, • Thus 
• 
the collection of all the irnpeoance m.atriees, [Z) is a tensor of 
covariant valence 2o 
.The law of transformation of the transformation matrix [CJ 
(5.23} will now be- derivedo Given the equation 
• •;u 
[I] - [CJ x [I] 
• • u 
let [I] and [I J be changed by . ." 
[I]·= [q1] x [I]· 
and 
• C O.if u 
[I] = [Oa] ~[I,] 
Substituting (51;,81) and· (,5~82) i:n '(5~80) gives 
"II 8 • II D 
If [I] = [C] x [I ] 
then 
I 
[C] = [01 1 ] x. [CJ,x [Ca] 
or in index notation n n
11 n1 
= Cu On· Cui . · n n 








It is evident from, ~5,86) and (5.86a) that the collection of all the 
transformation matrices [CJ is a tensor ~£,valence two 0 but the·posi~ 
' ' 
tions of the indices indicate that the transformation tensor is dif. ... 
ferent from the impedance tensor. · The two'· indices on the 
transf omation tens<?r ~ 0 ref er to two different reference £ram.es 0 
wherea.E? , the two indices .. ~,n the impedance tensor Ann both refer to 
the same reference frameo Since the transformation tensor has one 
upper and one lower index,it is called a mixed tensor of covariant 
valence 1 and contravariant valence 1. 
The equation for the total volt~amperes 
• • ' 0 
• i [Pvl = [It] • [E] (5.,,87) 
'I 
gives the same results regardless of wl:3,at·set of voltages and 
corres:ponding set of currents are usedo _ The indicated matrix 
:multiplication in (5.87) gives a single quantit;7 0 a sQa.lar 0 hence 
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Pv i.s an invariant,, The es~ence of' (5:87) is that the mere 
representation of currents ancd. voltages in different reference frames 
does not. change the total energy input t;o the network in which these 
· voltages and current~ exist., Thi13 result is certainly logica;t,and 
' ' 
its truth is self=evident .. , In the Summ.acy of Chapte,r II, it was 
observed that the :representation of a ... c voltages. and curren·ts by 
.complex vectors lost part of the geometric desc:riptiop gained by the 
I • • 
use of two ... dimel;lsi.o~al real vectors., However O the :i.nvari.ant nature 
I 
' ' 
of volt ... ampe:r.es·. gained by using tensor (c0mple:x: vector) notation is 
of' far more signifi.cance than the s;J_ight loss, 6t t,p.e desi~ri.ptiveness 
I 1 , . 1 , ' 
· of · two .. dimensi.onaJ.. real vect~rs. 
The greatest single advantage of representing a.,c network qua.ni,, 
't:.ities as tensors has not yet 1 been mentioned. A tenso:r. equ.ati.on is 
mer~ly an expression of the natural behavior of several assoeiated 
physical quantities~ It can not be over ... empln.asized that the 11a:t:u.ra.1 
. ' . 
behavior of a physical quantity does not changeiregardless of the 
' ' 
. system, (network) that it is placed in '?r the mathematicaJ. reference 
,frame in which it might be repres~nted. Thus a.ten~or equation that 
has.been establish~d fo:r. one.system (network) is the same for all 
analogous systems (ne~.works). The· form of a tensor ~qua.t,i,on. is 
. invariant. Of cou:rse O the components of' the tensors• ·t.h~ n-way 
ma.trices a are di.ff.erent for' di.ff.erent systems .(netwc)rks) .. The t:.wo 
.major d:i.f'ferences in n .. way ma.t:r•ioes and tensors S.I)e (l) a ma·cJ:-1:x: 
' 
equation i.s · valid :f:t,r' only one· retference. frame O whereas. a. tensor 
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' ! . I ' 
equa:t.ion is valid for all refer~nce frames oi' all physically anal .. 
. i . 
ogous systems, and (2) a tensor always has.associated with ;t _a 
definite law of transformation but an'n-way matrix does not,. For 
statio~a.ry networks, for example, the tensor equations 
0 • 
·E = Z:x:I 
• I • • 
P, = I O E v, ' t . 
are invariant. Since these are tensor equations,~he brackets, used 
to identify matrices O have been dropped o Furthsrmore ~ t.:He transf.orma.,.. 






E = ct x 1!: 
• D 




Ci :x: C x. Ca 
are invariant also. That is, e~ch tensor has associated with it a 
permanent law of transformation. 
Summary of Chapter V 
lJ(a) In a conductively connected network ha.vin:g N nodes, the rtumbe:r 
of independent current equation113,~P) that may be written is 
P =1 N ... 1 . 
.. (b) , If the network in (a} has B branches a the nilmber of mesh-volt... 1 
age equations (M) required fC!>r a ~elution of the network :i..s 
. M = B ,,. P. 
2. Stationary :qetworks may be readily solved using matrices., The 
necessary steps may be summarized as follows: 
• 
(a) From the g;ven. network, write down the two m.atr.i.ces [E] (5,.19) 
I .. 
and tzJ (5.28). 
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(h) Co:nstruct a sui'table (independent) set of B ... P meshes,and 
! ' 
determine 'the mat:r·:i?(: [ CJ (5. 23) wM.ch expresses the relationr-J 
bet.ween the branch and mesh currents. 
(c) Using the transformation equations (5 .. 3L~) and (5.32),detern1ine 
• I " a 
[E J and [Z JO the mesh volta,ge and impedance matr0ices 0 fr•om 
.. . 
the branch voltage and impedance matrices [E] and [Z]. 
(d) Hav:ing 
•n . 0 1 . "i· 
determined [Z J and [E J, solve for [I J in th!:-) equa- · 
' . 
·~1 •• ., 
[I] ~ [Z - 1 J x [E] ti.on 
(e) Us:ing the transforma:tion matrix: [CJ~ determine the desired 
branch currents froin,the. calculated mesh currents using 'the 
equation 
• " I 
[I] = [ CJ x [ I' ] 
3 •. Because of the man:Q.er in which they transfor:m., if e:i.ther ·1101.tages 
' I. 
or currents is covari;ant the1 · other ±s necessa:ri.ly eontrav.ri.ria..ut, •.. 
Following the force.,.voJ.tage, velocity=current system.of mechan.,; 
i.caJ. analogies P · currents are contravariant and voltages are 
covariant. A contravariant vect~r is denoted by a single supe~',,, 
I 
script,and a covariant vector is de1:oted by a si;ngle subscript., 
4o In advanced analysis, the bas:i.c nat:ure of a q1..1.ant;J..ty is deit.erm:i.ned 
by the manner in wh.ich the quanti t.y beha:ves when the ref.e:rence 
:f.':rame i.:n which. :l.:t is represen1~ed is subjected ·to a 1.:in.ea:r 
t:r.ansi'omation. . S·u.ch int'llitive and p:r•i.miti.ve concepts as 11 :r'C:.)'tat, ... 
ing vectors u and II a: v:e ctor ~':l.ving magni t1).de O d;ir0ect:i.on and se:nse 11 
must be discarded. 
5. As determin~d by thei.r· la'W'S of transformation, the var:lous elec..,, 
trical quanti.+~i.es have been found to be the f'ollo-w-.ing: 
(a) ourrent = a tensor of contravariant valence 1 - represented 
in each reference frame by a J.-way matrix = the elements of 
(b) 
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i I I 
the 1.,.:way m.at:rice$ for dif:f'eren;t,:refe:rience frames are different .. 
I . I •I I ', • . .• 
I 
' . I 
voltage ... a tensor o:f.'. cqva.riant va1enee l"' represented in each 
reference frame by a .1.:..way zn,at~i:x: .., the elements of the 1 ... way 
matrices for different reference frames are differento 
! 
(c) impedance .. a. tensor of covariant valence 2 ... represented in 
(d) 
each reference frame by a,2-way matrix - the elements of th~ 
2-way matrices for different reference frames are dii'ferent. 
vo1t .. an1peres "' a tensor of valence zero 0 or a se_ala.r ... 
I , 
I 
represented in each reference' .frarlle by ,a. :single complex_ 
number= the co1'1lplex numb~r is the same for all,referenee 
frames of a given netwerk. 
6. A tensor equation may be writterl: in terms of its components 
(matrices) for any particuJ.ar :reference frame of a given system.., 
A tensor equation established for a given_system is also valid 
for all ana.3--ogous system.so 
This chapter is the work of Kron and Le, Corbeiller adapted to 
I . 
·' 
the complex vector not~tion. Of coursep the use of complex ve~= 
I ' ~ • ' ' 
tors necessitated the modification of seve~al fomulas 0 io~•o 
.. - i 
CHAPI'ER VI 
AN APPLICATION OF THE T~SOR METHOD TO THREE .. PHA.SE CIRCOITS 
Basic Considerations 
In Chapter V, the basic equa·tions. of' station,ary electr:ic networks 
were derived.and expressed, as tensors. Th19 el~ganc7 and.simplicity 
of the fo:rms of these basic formulas are indeed impressiveo However, 
because of the necessary general character of these·equationsp the 
manipulati.ons required f'or the n~erical splution of a gi'ven problem 
may not be a.tall apparent ·to one having no previous tri'lining in 
tensor analysis. Consequently, as an illustrJ:1,tion 0 the te,nsor eq1.11.a~ 
tions of Chapter V will be used to :;,olve a fa.miJ.iar'tlilree=iphase 
I 
network. The first two sections of this chapter are the a.uthorts 
• > 
own original work; the final two sections dealing With the co:mbina ... 
tions of series an.d . part;1.llel three-phase 3:-oads folJ.01~, ~he. origi.rial 
work of Sah. It is recognized 0 o:f' course,~ ·~hat there a.re other.p 
perhaps simple:!:', ways of solving the example. w~ch will be solved 0 
by the tensor method in this chapter, bu.t· it shouJ.d be borne in 
mind that tbi.s is a very elementary illustration of a powe:d.\:Q. tool 
which :may be used to solve more complicated problems. 
The stationary four-terminal network shoVlll'l in figure 18 will .. 
now be consideredo Terminals 1, 2,and 3 are assumed to be connected 
to the three lines of a three ... phase grounded system,a.nd terminal 4. 
is connected to the system ground •. The assumed posit~ve .d:.irections 









Tbree-Phase Grounded Load 
I I 
three J.ine-t.o~ground voltages by the symbols ~1, 12, and !i, the 
Ki.rcbhoff voltage equations for the three phases are 
• • • . ~ • 
~1 
. . 1 
+ Z1-2];:2 + Z I 3 - Z.11,l 13_ 
• • • • • • • 
E ·- ZuJ/ + Z I 2 + Z23,l3 -2 22_ .. • • • • • 
)1;3 -· ·z. I 1 ~ 1,= + Z I 2 '+ 32_ Z33l3; 
where: the 11? s and 1' s are one=dimensional complex vectors, 
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(6.1) 
the z1s with 'repeated subscript are the ser:i.es self imped"' 
ances per phase, and 
the zns with two different subscripts are mutual impedances 
between the phases indicated by t.he two subsc:l:"ipts. 
In index notati:m, (6.l) would be simply written .as 
(m, n = 1, 2, 3) (6.la) 
~ 
The signi.fican .. ~e of (6.la) is that the second subscr:i.pt of' Z (n) acts 
• 
as a dummy index. with the supe:r.~cript (n) on ~L theJ;;e'by leaving the 
• 
first subscript of Z (m.) as the ,i.denti.fying ind.e~,::, of .~~ In term.:s of 
• 
uni.t vectors s the vanishing of the n index on Z and 1 signi.f'::Les that 
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0 
a uni.t vector associated with Z is being dot (scalar) multiplied by 
a similar unit vector associated with J 11 thus losing thei.r. vecto:r• 
identity~ This leaves the unit vector· associated with Z c:o:rrespor1ding · 
to the subscript. m as the identifying ur:d.t vector for the correspond.,,, 
• 
in@£ component of I• Using the customary unit real vecto.rs .;bo j. and 
.~~ (6.1) can be wr:i.tten 
0 
E1i -
0 '0 0 . 0 0 • 
Zuii x' I 1i + Zui,j x I 2 j + Zu2-J1; x I 3 js 
e 0 0 b O O 0 
Eaj ·- Z21ji x I 1i + Zaajj x I 2j + Z23~ x I 31s 
e 0 • & Q O 0 
E3}£ - Z:u,ki. X I 1i + Z3 als,;i x I 2j + Zs3.!gs x I 3 .!£ 
where • .. 0 .. 
)1 -- E1i 11 = I 1,i 
0 0 • • 
la -:- Eaj l~ - Iaj (6.,3) 
• • 0 0 
El -· E.31s r = I3,ls 
Expanding (6·.2) gives 
o e o o o 01 
E1,i = (Z.uI 1 + Zu!2 + ZuI;3 )! 
0 • 0 0 0 (l," 0 
Eaj = (ZuI1 + Zaal2 + ZasI3 )j (6 .. 4) 
• e, • 0 j) .. 
Esk = (Z31I1 + Z32I2 + Z33I3 )k 
The three voltage vectors and .the three current vecto:ts of (6 .. 3) may 
be thought of as the components along the three Cartesian coordinate 
axes of a space voltage vector and a space current vector & That i.s 
& 
!l1 ::::: Et,i + Eaj + E3~ (6?.5) 
0 • • " and 1 = I1i + Iaj + I311; (6.6) 
The equations (6.2) are more neatly expressed in matri.x notat:i.on as 
I . 
0 • 0 
, E1 Zu Zu Zu [~ 
0 • • • 
Ea· ·-· Zu Zu Z23 X Ia (6.7) 
• • • 0 
E3 Zu. Z:u Zu I3 
Ea(~h phase o:f the three"'phase system is thus represented by a 
10.2 
one .. dimensional complex vector lspace. 
. I 
'l'he c9llection of the three 
one-dimensi.ona.1 complex vector I spaces forms a three ... dimensi.onal 
complex vector spaceo 
. . 
Phase 1 is represented by the l~dimensional. space! 
Phase 2 is represented by the 1-dimensional space j 
Phase 3 is represented by the J..,,dimensional space 1$ 
Solution of Three .. Pha.se Network 
The three=phase network g:l,.ven in figure 18 'Will now be solved 
using the method presented in Chapter V. Reference will be made to 
each general equation of Chapter Vas it is used in the solution. 
It will be assumed that a wye-connected, generato:r with a grounded 
neutral supplies the three=pha.se yoltages applied to terminals 1~ 2, 
and 3 of figure 18. 
The given n<ptwork has two nodes, hence there :ts (5 .. 1) 
P = .2 - l = 1 
one independent current equation,. Since the given network has three 
branches, the number of additional mf:lsh voltage equations requi.red for 
a solution (506) is M = 3 "' 1 = 2 
The two meshes that will be chosen for thi.s example a.re (a) the mesh 
I 
composed of phases 1 and 2,of source ari.d l?adp and (b) the mesh 
composed of 1 phase~ ,2 and 3 of source and load .. The two ,mesh currents 
will be assumed to circ:uJ.ate in a clockwise direction around their 
6 I 
::respective meshes., The equations relating the two mesh ourrents 0 Ii 
and1 :the three branch currents are 
• .. • .. I 
Ii = 'Ii 
• • u 
I3 = Ia 
'1'!1e transformation matrix. [CJ (5o23) is 
[CJ = 






[E] = E2 
EJ 
and the branch impedance matrix (5.28) is . ' 
Z.1.i Zu 
• 







Uc:;ing the transfoxmation equation (5.34), the mesh voltage m.2.tri:x is 
l: 
"l E:1. 
• i =l 
-~ 
[E] - :x. E2 
1 ~.I __, 
or 
~' -~j • ! [E] = 
E2 ~ E3 
Applying t:i:·ansformation equation (5 .32 ), the mesh impedance matrix :'Ls 
[: _j 
Zu Z12 Z1.3 I- i 0 
• i -1 • 
[Z J - X Z21 Zaz Z2s V -1 1 -~ 
1 . 
Z3 :1. Z32 Z33 I__ 0 =l 
.. .. .. 
l: 
Z11 - Zu Zu Z13 - ·, 
o I ,~l j .. • I 0 [Z J = x ·Zu - Z22 Zu "' Z23 
l .. 1 O· • \ • 
Z31 Z3,2 Z32 Z33 
~u ~ Zu - Zu + Z., • . . ~ o I . , Z12· = Z13 = Z.22 + Za, 
[Z J, = O & 0 O .. • • 0 ' 
Zu - Za.a .. Z31 + Z3 .a Z.22""" Zn "" Z3.2 + Zu 
The equation for the·mesh currents: is 
• I •. I O 8 
1 [I} = [Z - 1 ] x [E] 
"I 
The matrix the elements of which are cofactors of the elements o:f. [Z ] 
[' • . .. I, . . ;l is Zu .. Z.23 "' Z32 + Z33 -(Zu ~ Zu ... Z31 + Z32) Cof. matrix 
= -<zu • .. • .. • • • - Z13 - Z.22 + Z,23) Zu.,. Zu .. Zu + Zn 
The transpose of the cofactor matrix is 
[ . • • • . . i Z.22 - Z23 - Z:,a + Zu -(Z.u - Z13 - Zu. + Z23) · .. ,ez,21 ·"'. . . . • • Ziaa "' Z31 + Z3.2) Zu = Zu ... Zu + ·i.22 
. Hence [' • .. . ' . . j o I I Z.22 -.Zn .. Z32 + Z33 .. (zu - Zu .. 722 +: :23) [Z "'1] = - • '. ' . . ' . ' ' . ' D (Zu .. Z:u .. Z31 + Z32) Z11 ·.,. Zu .. Z.a .1 + Zu 
• • • • • 0 
where D = (Zu Zu Zu + Zu)(Za.a Z23 · .. Z32 + Z:s~) .. 
• 0 ~ • . • 0 f 
-(Z.1.2 - Z.1.3 - Z.22 + Z,23)(Z21 .. Z.22 ""Z31 + Z32) 
• I 
the determinant of the matr;iX [Z ] • . If the given stationary network 
(figure 18) were also bilateral,then 
. • I 
and the. expression for [Z • 1 ] would be greatly simplifi.ed.. Per1fom= 




~I::_~_ ~ ~ l<~u-~u+•~») (~•-!•) • {~t••~ 13-~a~+~•• ){~,-~ )l 
Ll I I ~Z1.t<>Z12-Zu+Z22)(E2-E3) ·~. (Z2.i .. Z22=Z31+ZJ2)(E1coE2)J 
The branch cur:r•ents· as determined by (5.24) are 
• 11- 1 0 l!~l . :t2 = -1 l X • I3 0 ... 1 
. :r1 




.J: (Z.u-Z.i3-~u+Zas )(E2.,EJ) (Zaz .. Z23=Z:u+Z3s )(E1-E2) 
n·. e. •·o ....... o. 
(Z2-1 ... Zu 0 ~ 1+Z3 2) (Ea-E3') + (Z:1.1 ... zu.,.Z.urrZ22) (E:1.=E2) · 
o • o e • • o o o o. • o 
(Zu.,,Z22~Z31+Z3 2) (E1=E2) ~ (Zu0 Zu ... Zu+Z22) (Ea""Es) 
' 1 
From the def:i.nition of the equality of two matrices, the. c:oef'ficie:nts 
of the three branch currents are equal to'the ·corresponding three 
rows of the-matrix on the right of the above equation. That is 
• 0 • • • • • 
I 1 = (Zu ... Z23-Z3 2+Z33 )(E1 ... E2) 
• 0 O O O • 
(Zu ... Z13=Z22+Z23) (Ea=Es) 
• • • • • • • 0 • 0 • 6 O 
I 2 = (Zu-Z1.3""Z22+Z23)(E2-E3) (Z22cZ,23 ... Za2+Zss)(E1aEa) 
o o o o o a • c,, o o ~ o-
(Z21":"Z22-~-1+~2 )(Ea .. Ei,) + (Zu.,.Z12-Zu+Z22 )(E1-E2) 
and 
• • • • • • • 
I 3 = (Z21-Z22mZ31+Z32)(E1=E2) 
• 0 O -0 •. 0 
(Zu-Zu ... Z21+Z2.a) (E2~E3) 
Even though the three equa~ions above for the three bran.ch currents 
(line currents) .are rath~r , involved functions of the self· impedances,. 
I 
the mutual impedances,and the phase voltages, -the procedure used in 
deriving these equations is quite simple. Of. c:ourse, the thr·ee,.,.phase 
circuit of' figure 18 t having no neutral"'to-ground impedance t i,S a 
simple two=mesh problem. Exactly ·the same procedure would· have bee11 
I. -- . 
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follpwed regardless of the num.b.er of meshes involved, or whether' the 
.. I . . 
network were unilateral or bilateral, symmetric or antisym.i.netrico 
The t,otaJ. vol t~amperes · input is 
or in vector notation 
• • 
Substi t.uting 1 and ! from ( q .. 5) and ( 6 o 6) 




(I1~ + Iaj + I 3}s;) ~ (E:12;. t' Eaj + E3,t) 
• 
. *. . . *" . *" 
P = I 1 E1 + Ia Ea+ I 3 E3 
V 
The ~om,plex sca.lar Pv is the sum of three complex scalars, each being· 
the volt~arnperes for one of the three phases of the given threeQphase 
network. 
Methods for Combining Three.=Phase Loads 
In order to solve. tbr.ee .. phase networks effectively, it will be 
necessary to show how to combine impedance tensors that are in 
. . . j 
series or parallel. Of course, ·for a given reference fraJne (choice 
of meshes and positive directions of currents) the impedance 2 ... tensor 
. ' 
will be represented by a 2.~way:matrix. 













Assuming no coupling between tbb Z impedances and the Z impedances, 
I 
the two impedance ma,trices are · 
• 0 • • I • n • a 
Zu Zu Zi, ' z 1:1. Zu Zu , 
• • • 0 • I • I o B • I 
[Z] = Zu Zu Zzs (6.8), and. [Z J = Zu. Zu Zn (6.9) . :, 
• • • I • f . • I 
Z3i Z:u Zu Z3.1. Z:u Zu 
; 
The line currents are obviousJ.y common to.both sets of.impedances. 
•. • ,0. 
Thus [EJ = (Z] x [I] 
I 
where the elements of the matrix 
Ea. 
• 
[EJ = :il:2 
" 
E3 
are the voltage"."d.rops across the, corresponding elements of I the imped ... 
• 
ance matrix [ZJ. Similarly 
• I • I • 
[E] = [Z] x [I] (6012) 
8 I V 
The voltage-drops from terminals (1, 2, 3) to (1, 2 0 3) are 
• o o- a 
[E] = [EJ + [E] 
.5 
Substituting (6.10), and (6.12) into (6.13) 
0 0 • on 0 
gives ['Es], = [Z] x .[I] + [Z ] x [I] (6.,14) 
Using the distributive proper~y of matrix multiplication,(6.14) 
• • o .a • 
becomes (E J = ([Z] + [Z ] ) x [I] (6 0 15) s 
• • • n 
Setting [Z5 ] = [Z] + [Z] (6.16) 
• • • 
(6.15) can be written [E6 ] = [Zs] x [I] (6.17) 
From: ( 6 .16 )., it is seen that two impedan~~ ma~rices representing two 
sets of :impedances which are tionnected as shoWl1 in figlll'e: 19 may be 
added to give the impedance matrix which represents the combination 
of both sets of impedances • In expanded form., ( 6 .16) is'. 
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i- , .. .,, 
• I e, u 
Za + Z.11 Zu + Zu Z13 + Zu . • I 0 • u . • u 
[Z J = Zu + Zu Z22 + Zu Z2.;1, + Z23 (6.16a) s 
• I • • I & • n 
Z~.1 + Z31 Z32 + Z32 Zu + Z33, 




Thrre-Phase Load with Resistance GrounrJ. 
Each of the three line .. to-ground voltages is composed of two 1part,s, 
the voltage drop frmn the line to point n and the volta~e, d:r.op from 
,, 
point n to ground across the comm.on grounding resi.stor R • · 'l'he three ' ' . g 
line-to-ground Kirchhoff' voltag~ equations are 
ii) 0 ••• -1) •• e, t) 
~1 = Z.uJ.1 + Zu12 · + 'Z13;I3 + R/t· + 12 + J;3 ) 
qi. It • l,t • 0 I G • • • 
i z 11 + z ~2 _,a, -- 21,.,,. 22,;!: + Z I 3 + R (I1 + I 2 +: J;3) 23_ , , g =• .. _ -- (6aB) 
• ill' "' • ~ . . . "' 
~ = Z31J1 + Z3 2J/ + ~3313 + R (!1 + I 2 -1; I 3 ) ' -· ,·g- ,_ ...•. 
The fi.rst three terms on the r:i.ght of (6.18) are the s.suue as (6.1) 
and 17,ence can be expressed in, ma.trix form as (6.7). The last term 
I I 
on the right of'' (6 .. 18) miiy be wri.tten in matrix form as 
• 
E R R R 11 g1 g O' g b 
• • • 
[E J = E - R R R X I.a 
C Cf g;;: g g g b 
• • 
E R R R I3 g3 g g g 
!1 1 1 i:.1. 
0 • 
or [E ·] = R g g 1 1 1 X 
!2 
.. 
1 1 1 I3 
Equation (6.18) can then be written 
where 
• 
• • • 
(El = [Z] x [I] 
Zu + R g ·z:u + R '' g Zu + R ' g 
[Z] = Z2.1. + R Z2a, +·R 
' .g ' g 
Z23 + R 
g 
Z:u + R Z3a + R Zn + R 
g ' g ' ' g 
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(6.,20) 
As a final illustration,t4e circuit shown in f~gure 21 consisting 





Parallel Thre?,.,.Phase Loads.Solidly Grounded 
• • 0 • 0 .. 0 
[E] = [Z] x ~I] = [Z] x [I] 
• • • 
Hence [I] = [Z- 1] X [E] 
and 
) 
• I O I 0 
[I J = [Z • 1 ],x [E] 
• 
The matrix of the total l~e :currents [Is] i~ 
• • ' • 0 





Substitut.ing into (6.2_5) from (6~23) and (6.24), and simplifying ~:bres 
• •· • u • 
[I5 ] = ([Z"' 1 ] + [Z ~1 ]) x [E] (6.26) 
.. 
Solving for (E] gives 
o O on . O· 
[E] = ((Z'"' 1 ] +{~ ... 1 ])"' 1 x [Is] 
• • 0 
Therefore (E] = [Z8] x [Is] 
• • • a . 






Thus the matr:i.X which represents the combination of two parallel 
impedance matrices is the inverse of. the s;um of'':the irnrerses of' the 
two itnped,ance matrices. Equation (6.29) is entirely analogous to 
! -
CHAPTER VII 
APPLICATION OF TENSORS TO '1.'Hl!: ANALYSIS OF ELECTRIC NETWORKS 
WITH NONSOOSOJDAL APPLIED VOL,TAGES 
In Chapter V,the basic tensor fo:rrm.u.as of electric networks were 
derived,and in Chapter V~ these equations were applied to a few simm 
ple three ... phase . ci.rcui ts. ThroU(¥lOUt these :derivations _ it was 
al ~11\r ays assumedp without being spec.ifically pointed ou:t 0 that the . 
branch (or mesh) driving voltages were' all_itrue sinusoids of a single 
frequency. A method of solving electric networks with nonsinusoidal 
applied voltages us;i.ng the tensor equations of Chapter V will be 
.. , ' , ' I 
. ' ~ • I 
developed and illustrated. in this ·cn,~pter. Kron•a original work which 
was adapted in Chapter V · .considered only sinusoidal functions of· a 
single f~equen~. The extension·of Kron•~ work developed in this 
chapter is the author' .s own original work. The impedance elements 
of the networks consi.dered will be assumed to ·be linear. 
Introductory Concepts , 
I 
The solutions of a major portion of the problems encountered in 
. ' ' 
electrical engineering are based.upon the assumpt~on that the driving 
voltage· is a. sine-wave vari.ation.: Sueh an assumption may or may not 
be justified., In many circuits,?1.qnsinusoidal' voltage variations are 
as common as sinusoidal variations, and in rnan.y supposedly ·irsine-wave 
circuitsll nons,inusoidal var'iations must be occasionally c<t>nsiq.ered. 
Fo~u.nately, most periodic nonsin,usoidal variations.that are 




ca..'11 be analyzed by the metho~s i of the Fourier Analysis into· the 
i 
Fourier Sine Series. Any function f'(x), that is periodic~ sing:te ... 
. I 
valued, piece .. wise continuous, and does not have an infinite number 
. ' 
of. maxima or minima in the ne~glt.borhoC!>d of any point,, may be 
represented by the following seriie:El: 
f(x) = Ao . ,+ A1 sin x + A2 sin 2x + .. • • + A sin nx n .. 
+ B1 cos x + Ba cos 2x + • • • + B cos nx n (?.l) 
where the A's and·the B's are real numbers. By simply combining 
corresponding sine and ccsihe tems,(7,.1) can.be.written 
:, f(x) 
where Co = Ao 
follows 
0 • • 
= Co.+ C1 sin x + C2 sin 2x + ••• ·+ C sin nx , n 
and the other C1 s are complex numbers defined as 
I ':' 1 .. 
C:1 = A1 + jB1 
C2 = A2 + jB2 
0 0 
0 .. 
• • .. 
C = A + jB n n . n 
(7,.:3) 
As shown in Chapters II and V~ the terms in· (7,,2) ma,y be :rep:resented 
by complex vectors which for.m,an orthogonal set. If f'(x) is the volt ... 
age function·e(t),then (6.2) can be written 
• • 
~ = ,0E ~.+ 1E .a~+ 2~, 3~,+ ••• ·+ n.;.. 1E n~ (7.,4) 
The presence of the real vector oE :t.!apresents no dii'ficuJ.ty in 
.. 0 ' 
manj,pulating. I, but it does ;cause .n .. _1E to be associated with n~· 
' ' 
This would prevent the use of indices to indicate summation. There ... 
, . . • . ' ' 1 ' 
fore·(7!4) "W'ill be written in.the symmetric ~o~ 
0 I ~ . 
1E i~ + 2E 22 + 3E 3~ + • • • 
• + E e n n-· 
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If the d .. c tern is p~esent in (7.2) then it may be interpre~ed to be 
! . 
• 
the .1E .1.§. term in.(7.5), the a-c components being represented by_ the 
rema:t:ning terms of (7 • .5). 
The purpose of this chapter is to. present· a method of solviJ1g 
linear networks by the use of matrices { pomponents of tenso:r•s in a 
\ ' 
gi,ren reference frame) when voltages of the form (7 • .5) are applied 
' ' ! . 
to the networks. Theoretically, there is an inf1nite nu.'!lber of 
terns . in ( 7 • .5) , but in practic~l problems only a f:1.ni te nmnbei'r of 
terms, usually only a very few, is req,uired to obtain the desired 
accuracy. Theref,ore this chapter Wi11 be concerned with the 
I· • ' ' 
application of matrices ha~ing a finite number. of elements. 
Before proceeding furt~er.,it appears desirable to clarify the 
symbol.ism i:.hat wili be used.· 
• • 
[EJ and [I] refer to 'branch values .• 
• I • I , 
[E J and CI J refer to mesh values • 
• • • • 
:lili, Jlla ' • • . , ~ are elements of CE], 
• d. • j:1 al'S 
I 
I ·t :c• • ~ ~ ' elements of [IJ, ' • I • V • 1 I I 
E& • Ilia , • • . ' J!ln are elements of CE J. I 
,· I o I '~ I 'n' 
I ' Ia ' • • I t I are eJ.emem.ts of (I J, 
Harmor.1ic.s will be denoted. by' lei't.hand i.ndioes. The element 
representing the second hamon~o of the voltage in branch three will 
• 
be writ ten symbolically as aE3 • 
As demonstrated in Chapters V ~nd. VI,the branch (or mesh) volt-
ages and cu'l:"rents of a gi·ven network may ,be repx>esented as 01~thogonaJ. 
components of the generalized space voltage and <:·1.:trrent irec"tors 
(tensors of ,ralenoe 1). When hamorics are present, each of •the 
bra:nl~h (o::r. mesh) voltages or currents is the sum of a sere of 
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I 
orthogonal ti.me ( or frequency) :vectors ( 7 .5). Tb:CLS each of the bram:sh 
(or mesh) one~di.mensional space vectors spans a~1 n=dimensional 
orthogonal time-veotor-space. The n..,dimensionaJ.. orthogonal time.,, 
vector"'space of (7.5) is called a Hilbert Space. 
Single-Mesh Circuit Analysis 
z 
Figure 22 
Single~Mesh Circuit with Nonsin'usoidal E:iccitation 
' . 
The voltage and current of figure 22 eJg?res sed as vectors may be 
\,J"'.t:1.tten· in terms of thej_r components as 
}1 - 1E1 1.§, 1 +.aEie.§.1 + 3E1 3.§, 1 + • • • + E e (706) n 1 n-1 
• • • • + n11 and .J/ "'I'1. 2I1 + 3I1 + (7.7) ::::: 1~1 + .· . 2!?.:t. 3.§,1 • • • e n-1 
where the left indices refe:r to tl1e order of' the harmonics and the 
right indices (all 1 ) identify the mesh. Since there is only one 
mesh in figure 22, ·t.he ri.ght indices, in (7 ... 6) and (7o7) c~mld be 
dropped with no loss of clarity, resulting in the form (7 .. 5). How= 
everi in order. to maintain the notation here that will be required 
- I -, 
in the following section, the right indices 1rr.i..11 not. be dropped. 
I , , , 
The volt.age and current vectors of (? .. 6) and,, (7 o?) expressed as 





E n .1. 
11.5 
. .:• .1. ' 
(7,.8), and [I ] = 
• 
• 
· The a..,;c i.mped.ance of the circuit shown in figure 22 is generally 
' 
different for each different harptonio (frequency). The scalar equa-
• .. .. 
tions a.re .1.E.1. = 1,Z.i 1 X .1.1.1. 
• " a.Et = aZu. x aI.1. 
• • ~ 
(7.10) 
• • ~ 
• • • 
• • X n:C1 E = z n .1. n u. 
Expressed in tensor notation,(7.10) becomes 
• .. . ,,
1:il:1 1.51,1 = 1Z,1;i1 1it1 1.5:,1 X 1:1:.1. .1..5:,1 
I 
• • • 
aE1 a.5!..1. = 2Zu a~1 2.51,1 X 2' 1 I 2.51,1 
• j, ,. 
· (7 .11) 
• • ~ 
• • 
• 
x n5:1: e E e ·- z e e n 1 n-1 n u n-1 n-.1. · .n-1 
If the impedance tensor is represented by the matrix 
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•· 
1Zu :o 0 • • , . .Q 
0 
0 2Z11 0 0 • 0 
• 0 0 -t3Z.u " • • 0 [Zu] = (7.12) 
• . . • • 
• • • . . 
• • • 0 ·• • 
0 0 {) • z n 11 
then the matrix equation 
. I 
• ... .. 
1:ih 1Zu b 0 • 0 c1:c1 
• • • 
2lh 0 aZu 0 • • 0 
211 .. • • 
3E1 0 0 3Zu .. 0 3I1 
= • • • • ~ • :.ic. (7 .13) 
'· 
• • • • • ..  • 
• • ... .. 
0 nj1 E 0 Q, 0 • • z n 1 n. i!J 
• .. • 
or .[E1] = [Z1.1J x [I1] (7,.14) 
is a correct :representation of the set of equations ~7.11). The 
matrix of the impedances to the various harmonics (7.12) is a diagonal . .. 
matrix. The determinant, of the matrix (7 ~l?). is 
• • • • 
Dt = .1Z11 x 2Z11 x sZ11 x ••• x nz , · , 11 (7 .. 15) 
The cofactor of any elem.ent'of the principal diagonal of (7.,12) is 
merely the product of all the. other ~lements of the principal diag ... 
ona.11' The matrix whose elements are the cofactors of the elements 
' . 
of (7.12) is self~transposed. Therefore the inverse of (7.12) is 
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~ 0 0 0 D • 0 
0 aA 0 0 D • 
0 0 3~ 'O ~1 D . ' .. [Z11] = (74)16) 
• ., 
0 0 0 A ·~ 
i' • • 
where kA in (?ol6~ is the cofactor ,oi',kZu in (7 .. 12) •. Substitut.ing . ;
for t,he Ats in (7 .. 16) in t.erms of the Z1s of (7.12) 0 equati.on (7o16) 
becomes 1 0 0 0 • 0 
1Zu 
0 l 0 o' 0 • • 
aZ.u 
I l 
·-1 0 0 • ,. 0 




0 0 0 1 • z 
n .u 
.... :&. 
Multiplying both sides of (7 .. 14) by [Zu],
1
t4e, current is, 
0 • .,, 1 • 
cr:1.J = [Zu] X [E1] (7.18) 
It is well known that cw:•rents and voltages of different integral ;rre.,; 
> I I t • 
I ' 
quencies do not combine to produce any average voltmamperes. The 
I ' . , - I 
.. 
total complex volt~arnperes (P) is the algebraic sum of the co~plex , V , 
scalar volt=amperes due to each harmonic~ Hence 
• • • 




Multi .. Mesh Network Analysis with 
Nons?.nusoidal Applied Voltages 
The analysis of general networks wlu.ch may have nonsinusoi,da.1 
voltages and tCi~rents present begins in a manner sim:ilar to the 
method used in analyzing the network of figure ll~ in Chapter V. 
The essential 'd;i.fference between the method to be presented here 
and the method de:veloped in Chapter V is that the 'elements of 
equat:i.ons (5.,2L~) 9 (5 .. 32)~ and (5.Jh) are themselves matr:ices; the 
j ' 
matric~3s of Chapter V are actually ,;c?m.pound m~trices 11 when harrnon:i.Cls 
are present. The rules for manipulati,ng compound matrices are given 
and illustrated below. 
A given matrix may be part:i:j:,ioned into several submatrices by 
' ' 
drawing horizontal or vertical lines . ~hroU;gh the matrix. 'l'hese 
submatrices may then .be manipulated exactly as if' they were elements 
of the fuatrix. The matrix 
1 3 2 Lj, 0 
0 dl 1 0 =l 
[Z] = -1 0 0 0 1 (7 .. 20) , 
2 ... 1 ..,,3 1 0 
0 .. 2 0 l 1 
may be partitioned as indicated by the lines and w.r.itten in the' 1 fo:rm 
[ZJ == 1zu 
Lz21 
1 :3 
,[Z11] - O -1, 





2 Lj. 0 
1 0 =l 
0 0 1 
,. '[Zia]. = l~z 
0 
.. 1J and 1 [Zu] 
.. 2 ' ' 
Similarly the·matrix 
3 
t~ [I] = 2 = 1 
.. 1 
If [E] = [Z] x. [I] 
t.hen (E] = [Zu Zu] X lI) 
Zu Zn I~ 
or [E1.J'· lZuI
1 
+ z12+2J· (E] = = . ·. 
E2 Z21I1 + Z2.aI2 






(7 .. 22) 
(7 .. 23) 
(7.24) 
Either of the voJ:tages E1 or Ea may be determined f'r~m (7.21+) without' 
calculating· the other ... , If . E1 and E2 were, given:, then I 1 or: Ia could 
be determined. The caJ.cuJ.ation of' I 1 or 1 ±a wbuld involve at most the 
i I 
calculation of'. th~ inverse of' a (3 x 3) matrix, rather than the 1$,i:v:eh ' 
(.5 X .5) matrix. If' only 'the components o{ I 1 or 1_ I~: Wel'."e desired, the 
use of' submatrices would achieve a tremendous economy of' tin).e • and'' : 
efforto 
The matrices I 1 and 'I2 of (7 .24) may be ev,aluated by the follow ... 
ing procedure. Of the: four submatrices, only Z,u: and' Zo ·hav.e 
irrit~rses~ 1· EquatiQn (71;24) 1written as two eq~ti~s 'is 
E1 = ZuI1 + ZuI2 
E2 = Za 1I1 + Z.aaI2 · 
('7 ,2.5) 
(7 ~26') 
To d~te:r.m::Lne I 2, fi:rst solve (7 J~6) for ZuI1 givi.:ng 
I I 
Z21I1 = Ba - Za2I2 
Multiplying both sides of (7.27) by,zJ! gives 
--1 ' 
I 1 = Zi1 i(E• - Z22I2 ) 
By substi:tut:i.on of· (? 028) into (7 .25) 
~1 =1 
E1 - Z11 Z21 Ea = (Z12 - Z11 Z21 Zaa)I2 
12 = (Z12 - z,~ z;! z,.)-~(Ei - z,, z;! Ea) 




It should be emphasized that in calculating 12 and I 1 i.t :fs necessary 
to determine the inverses · of only (2 x 2) 1and (3 ::k 3) matrices. In 
partiti.oning the :two matrices (7 .. 20) and (7 .,22), care must be taken 
that the 1 submatribes3 so formed are conformable, else they cannot be 
' ' 
multipli.ed. rrw6 ·matrices in a matrix product are con:f.o:rmably 
. ' 
partitioned if for every.vertical partitioning li.ne bet.ween coJ.urn.ns 
! 
of the matrix on tJ1e · left there is a partitioning' line between 
I• 
corresponding rows of. the matrix on the rigbl,. 




'I'he positive directions of the five branch cn.1rrents will be chosen 
so that the cur:r'ents flow out of the positiv·e term:uials of the 
generators. It wi.11 be assumed "!:.hat there is no magneti.t) coupling 
among branches,and the generators generate firsti thi.fd,and fifth 
harmonics., The presence of magnetic cou.pling among brc;i.nches would 
merely require additional non-zero elements· in the 1'branc~h impedance 
matrix; tb.e procedure would be ex.actly the same. 
From f:i.gure 23, the equati.i:ms 
• • u 
currents are I ;[1 = I1 
~ 
I2 = 0 . • I I3 = I'' 
• ttj. ·- b 
• o I I5 ::::: rt 
The transformation matrix is 
[y]. = I 




+ 0 + 0 
• I Ia + 0 
• I I2 + 0 
• I • I 
+ I2 I3 
• I 
+ 0 I3 
1 0 0 
0 -1 0 
l -1 0 
0 1 .=l 





branch 1 and 
From (7 .,34) and the voltage transfo:r:mat,ion equa:Lidn 
• I • 






the mesh voltage matrix is • E1 ' 
" l '' 0 l ' 0 1 Ea 
• I • 
[El = 0 .. 1 . ... 1 1 0 X .~ (7 .36.) 
• 
0 0 0 •l I -1 E4 
.Es 
• • 
Ei + ~ + .Es . ,. • 
[E J = -ll:a ;,. E3 + Ei+ (7 /37} 
: . ·- . ' 
- Ei,. - Es 
The product.·oi' the 'branch impedance matri:x1 
• 
Z.u b 0 0 0 
• 
0 Zaa b 0 0 
• • I 
[Z] = 0 0 Z33 b 0 . '(7 .J8) 
.. 
0 0 0 Zi+lf. b 
• 
0 0 0 0 Zss 
and (C) is 
• 
Z1, b 0 0 0 1 0 0 
• 
0 Zu: b 0 0 0 ... 1 0 
•· ., ', • 
[Z] X [CJ = o· 0 - Z33 0 0 X l -1 0 (7 .39)_ 
• 
0 0 0 Zo b 0 1 =l 
• 
0 0 0 0 Zss 1 0 =l 
• 
Zu b 0 
• 
b · -Z·22 o: 
• . • 
[Z] .x [C] ·= Z33 ..:.Z33 0 (7 .4o) . . • 
b Zn::"'iH 
. • I . 
' • .. 
1 Zss 0 .;,Zss 
12::3 . 
. Substitu:t:i.ng (7 .40) into the impedance t:r.ansfo:nna:ticm equation 
• I • 
[Z J . :::: [Ct) x [Z] X [CJ (7 .41) 
gives ,Z11 0 0 
• 
1 0 1 0 1 (:) . .-Z22 0 
• I • 
[Z J - 0 .. 1 ... l 1 0 X Z33, -Z33 0 
o' 0 O -1 -1 0 .. 
Zss 'O ~Zss 
• • • • 
Zu + Z33 + Zss "" Z:u = Zss . ' 
;Z22 + 233 + Zii.q. ZH (7 ~42) 
o I 
[Z J = 
• 
- 1.Z3 3' 
• 
"' Zss .. Zq.q. ZB!-IJB, + Zss 
' I The mesh currents are 
(7 .1+4) 
Usi.ng general impedance symbols, the· invers,e of (7 .43) is too .bulky 
to wi,te down. · For 'given numerical v'alues o:f the parameters, of 
, . • I . • U 
course, each element o:f:' [Z ] and [Z -, 1 ] would be a· single complex 
• I 
number.,· If the el~ments of the inverse of [Z,] are denoted by 
• • • 
·Au· 'A12 A13 
• I • • 
[Z "'1] = A21. Au :A23 (7 .45) 
• ' 
A., 1. A.3.a A33 
then from (7.l~.4,) 
• • 
Au A1.,2 A13 E1 + E3 +.Es 
• I • .. • 
[I J = Au Au Aa,3 :x:' "".Ea = ~ + E.a, (7 .Li,6) 
• • 
A3,1. A32 · A33 --Eq.. f"' Es 
• 4>' Cl • • • • • • 0 0 
A1.1(E1+~+Es) + A:12(=E2=Fe+~11-) + Au(=EBj,-Es) 
., Qo °' .. • • • · • • o • ·o 
[I ] - Au(E1+E3+Es) + Au (~E2-E3+E4) + A23 (=~lj.=Es) (7 ,,47) 
A31(E1+E3+Es) + A32(-E.a-E3+Ei;.), + A33(-E1t=Es) 
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From the current transformation equation, 
• I 
[I] - [CJ x [I] ( ry 48) 'I • 
the branch currents may now be det~rmined. If (7 .,4-J,?? is written in 
the :form 
• U • I 
[I ] ::: I 2 
• a I3 
then the branch current matrix is 
• ij • 
I1 0 0 I:1 
• I . 
b =Ia 0 Ia 
•. I • I . 
[I] = I1 . =12 0 = Ia (7.50) 
• I • a . 
0 12 =I3 I* 
• I • u • 
I1 0 =I3 Is 
The branch impedance matrix (7 .38)~: the branch voltage matrix (7 .34.), 
and the branch cur·rent matrix (7 .50) have been determined. 
From the results of the preceding 'section of this cb,apter, the 
elements of the branch matrices (7.3L1-) 9 {?/38),and (7 • .50) are them= 
selves matrices. 'I'he elements of the mesh matrices (7 .37 J j) (7 .43 ), 
and (7 .49) are matrices alsq, bu.t, branc'.h values are mo:t·e useful in 
Calculating VOltage=drops 9 volt-amperes per branc:hs etc • 
. The vol tage=drops 'across the bran,:.1h impedance elements of figure 
• 
I:1. 2J are Z11 b O O 0 . 
j:2 
• 
0 0 Z33 0 0 X Is (? ,,51) 
' :i • • 
0 0 Iq. 
• LIS 
Equat:ton, (7 .. 51) is actu.al,ly the equation of th~· pr:imi.t:i:ve network of 
the ·given network (see Chapter V). Recalling ·the assumpti,on that 
only the f'i:r.st, third,and fifth harmonics were; present in the 
generated voltages f the five equations given by (7 •. 51) are actually 
matrix equations. Thus 
•· • 
11T 1 1Zu 0 0 1I1 
• • 
[V .t] - 3 V 3. = 0 ,3Zu 0 ,X 311 (7.52) 
• 
sY1 a 0 fiZ.1.1 sr1, 
The other f oU:r" equations for branches 2 $ 3 , 4, and 5 are simi.lar to 
(7 052). The voltage drop across any impedance due to any harmoni,c 
can be calGuJ.ated using the five sets of equations of t'1.e type (7 • .52) 
as determined by; (7~.51). 
The total volt-amperes of the given ·network are · given by 
. • • 
p ::: [It] " [E] ::: [I1 V 
or 
. • . 










Each o:f' the elements iri the matrices of (7 053) is a 3 .. element matr:ix ... 
The volt-an1peres delivered to branch l are 
. 




+ :1i1*x :1E:1. 0 *' • or p ::::: 1E:1. + SI1 X sE1 
V.1, 
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Equation (7 .56) may be written 
• • 
P = P +P +P 
Vl. 1 V1. 3 V1 5 V1 
• • 
where P P , and P a.re the _complex scalar vol'.f:,_ ... ampere_s in 
1. V1. 9 3 V.s, 5 V1-
bra.nch l due to .the fi.rst, third,and fifth harmonics, _respectively .. 
Summary of Chapte'r VII 
1. In ·many network problems encountered in electrical engi_neering,the 
p1"esence of harmonics mus_t be cpnsidered in the' solutions of t:he 
networks. 
2. The harmonic component~ _of a 1.,.dimensional volta~~ (or current:.) 
. . I ' 
vector may be represented.by an orthogonal set:of «:1omplex vectors. 
The. n harmonic components of a voltage ·vector span an n.,.dim,en= 
I 
si.onal time subspace of the 1 .. dimensional complex V"ector space 
in which the ~oltage:vector is represented.' 
3. SinglE/..,.mesh circuits in which ithe applied voJ:tages contain 
. . 
harmonics may. be solved using matrix algebra. The · orthogon~ 
compo~ents of the voltage and current vectors are, represented 
by the elements· of single.:.boltmU1, ~atrice~.,ai,nd the' a""c imped"' 
a.noes to 1 the,_different harmoni.cs are rel?resented by the element,s 
on the principal diagonal of a 2 ... matri:lc0 all elements not on 
, L I • 
the principal diago1'al bei~g zero,(rio magnetic coupling) .. 
' 4. The. addition of more than-one branch or mesh to the network 
)Uerely adds mor~ space dimensions to.the ,comp'J.ex voltage.and 
burrent vectors. 
' ! ' 
5 o Mat:r'i.ces, the elements of which a.re· themselves matrices, are 
' . 
called compound rnatrices,and the elements are called submatrices., 
Compound.matrices a.re manipulated in the sa:m.~manner as ordinary 
matrices·. 
6. The method of analysis of Chapter V may be applied to the sol:u.tion 
o.f networks w1.th nonsinusoidal applied ,volt~ges. This extension 
' ' 
of the analysis of Kron was originally deve!oped by the author. 
It is necessary to recognize that the ma:trices of, Chapter V are 
I ' ' .. 
then actually compound matrices; the submatrices {elements) of 
tp.ese compqund matrices fom the equations fo1;;, "each branch or 
mesh in. . terms of. the hamonic ~omponent\s of the branch or mesh 
voltagei current,and impedance,.· 
CHA.PTER VIII 
SID'JMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
The analysis of a-c circuits was orig:tna1ly performed using 
u.nwleldly trigonometric equations. The use of complex numbf,lrs 0 
first adapted to a ... c circuit analysis by Steinmetz~ was a trem~ndous 
stride in the advancement .of electrical engineering tettbnology o 
Rather than man:ipu.lating equations in terms of i.nstan1~aneou's values 9 
the complex notation expressed a-c quantities in terms of e:ffecti.ve 
(r.m.s.) or average values~ Thus answers obtained usi.ng the complex 
! I 
notation were the same values that could be. read directly :from con:'"' 
ventional electrical.indicating instrument~~ The contrast between 
complex and trigonometric equations was equivalent to that between 
shorthand and longhand. The advantages of the (!Ompact complex nota= 
tion, over the cumbersome trigonometric notation were m,ani:fold.. W:i.th'."' 
in·. a few yEmrs after its inception, the complex notat:i.or.i. had supplanted 
the tr:i.gonometr:i.c notation in most electrical engineer'j.ng textbooks; 
the trigonometric notati.on was usually retained only for the ·purpos(;',s. 
of :introduei.ng the student to the complex notat:ion in a lc)g:iJ;al 
manner. 
The relative advantages of the ,complex notation were so'.manif~st 
that apparently few electrical engineers have e·1rer questi,oned the 
validity o,f' the. t1omplex repr(:)sentl::1.tion of a .. c ci,::rcu:it qu.ant;,:i.t:tes. Yet 
there ar,s gla:r:l.,ng defects and inconsistenci.es 'in th:ts represent,a.tion 




deficiencies are a.s follmv:i.ng: 
(1) The complex notation can be simultaneottsly applied to q~a.antit.ies 
of d:iff'erent frequencies only by exerci.sing great care and iilrith an 
' . ' 
understa.nding of complex numbers not possessed by :t:.1-\.e average .j'uni.or-
level student in electrical engineering. For example, when the com= 
plex product of current and voltage is formed to give volt-amperes 
(a double=frequency quantity),the result is not'tb'e correct answer .. 
\ . 
It is customary in all elementary texts to employ the conjugate' of 
. . \ 
either the.' current or the voltage' simply because thi.s art:if:tce yiJlds 
the known correct result. In engineering,correct answers are impor= 
tant? but to tacitly in,~ect such an art;i.fice with no e1cplariation is 
indeed di.stressing to the true scholar., 
(2) The same type of .complex notation •is .used to. rep:.t'esent constants 
and time=functions. No distinction is .maq.e between the si.nusoida1 1 
I tt 
current I = I + jI and the constant impedance· Z = R +' jX. 
(3) The complex notation does not distinguish ,between two I s:Lnu.soida1. 
functions of two different frequencies. 
A method has been devised in Chapter II and 'illustrated in Chap~ 
ter III for representinga-c voltages and currents by complex vectors.' 
Although the representation of a:..c voltagEs and ct:i.rrents by complex 
I 
vect;ors was introduced in Chapter II using the intuiti:1.re: (geometric:) 
concept of a rotating vector, the analytical justification was pu.r'= 
posely delayed until Cha.l?ter V. , The use of the complex vector 
repi:'19sentaticm of a=c voltages and currents avoids most of the short,= 
com~:ngs of . the complex scalar notation discussed above~ At no place 
;;: 
i:n the analys:ts is the use of artifices ne0essary in order to obtain 
' 
the correct resuJ.ts,. Rather the rules that have been given fox• 
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! 
manipulating complex yectors are based upon the mertric _ properties o.f 
the space in which the complex vectors are represented. A space in 
. ' 
wh:tch a rule exists for calculating the distance between two points 
( the length o.f a 1:i.ne segment or magnitud$ of a vectpr) is called a 
metric space. In engineering,the most useful e:x;pression for the 
magnj.tude of a vector i.s that the square of the real magnitude (norm) 
be equ~l to the sum of the sq:11ares of the components; a·. metric space 
in whi.ch such a rule exists is called a Euclidean space o The ,scalar 
product of two complex vectors was so formulated in Chapter II th9't 
the complex vector space would be Euclidean. The e:x.a:mples solved in 
- I 
Chapter II were included principally_to demonstrate that complex 
vector algebra can be used to solve the simpler types of problems 
just as readily as complex scalar algebra. 
The extension of complex vector analysis to mu.lti=mesh nE;tworks 
adds additional ditnensions to the voltage and current vectorso JYia.tr;ix 
I 
algebra was introduced in ChaptE?r IV as a tool to 'be used in ma:nip= 
ula:ting complex vectors of higher dimensions. In m.atr~ notation, a 
complex current or voft,age vector 'is represented by a one .. column 
matr:iX the elements of which are the ?Omplex coefficients of the dif= 
f erent components of the given vector. ' Matrix a1geb:r.a is·' basically 
a condensed shorthand notation for r•epresentingr a set (any rn:unber) of 
linear equations. , . A set of linear equations is a single matrix 
equation. Thus the use of matrices enables the engineer to focws his 
attention upon the basic physical principles of the problem whi©h_ he, 
is solving ;ra:ther than a host of numbers t variables, a.nd equat:ions. 
JYia.trix algebra does not eliminate the necessity of making numerical 
calculations in the solution of a specific problem; it merely places 
J.'.31. 
the numerical calculations in an inconspicuous location at .·~,he end 
of the solu:t:i.on. However, in eveD;:t ,that the values of only part of 
the var,'i.ables involved are desired9 then matrix algebra can greatly 
reduce the labor involved in making the numerical qalcuJ.ations. 
'rhe analytical foundation for the complex 1ve1ctor repre~enta:ti.on 
used throughout this dissert.aion was presented ~n Chapter V. A :itm,jor 
portion of the analysis presented in Chapter V is the a\:ttho:r· e s 
' 'I I , I 
adaptation of work previously published by Gabriel Kron and Po Le 
Corbej.J.ler. The nature of· a quantity is determined by the way it 
behaves when the coordinate system in wqich it is representedis sub .. 
je•cted to a linear transformationo As dete':i::ro.ined by .their laws' of 
transforma.tion, it was established in Chapter V that the varj.ous · 
eleetri1~al quantities are as following: 
' 
(1) cmrrent .. a tensor of contravru:0iant vaJ.e'in.ce 1 (a vector) 
( 2) voltage, = a tenl?or of covaria1?,t 'valence J. ( a ~ec:to:r.) 
CJ) impedance - a tensor of covariant valence 2 
(Li,) vol t-amperE1s "' a tensor of valence . 0 (a scalar) 
These tensors a.re represented 'in a particular coordinate s~stem ?Ya 
ma:triX, the order of. which is equal to the valence •·of' 'the tenso:c., , 
Therefore for a specific coordinate system (reference frame) cttr.'rents 
and voltages (branch or mesh values) were expressed as the elements:' 
· of 1 .. way ( coltunn) matrices, and. impedances were represented by the 
ele:rnents of a 2=way matrix. In eleqtric network analysis.,the selec"'.'. 
' , I , 
tion of the requi.red meshes and the ass1ignment of posi ti:ve. d:i.reietions 
in the meshes and branches determine the coordi.nate systema 
The componerrts (matrices) .of the voltage and current :tensors will 
generally have different values (different elements) in.d:tfferent 
1:32 
coordinate systems. In the .electrical engineer 1 s language,this means 
that the mesh currents will be different for each d:ifferent set of 
meshes chosen. From a physical viewpoint,this result is.almost self~ 
evident. A similar argtunent i.s valid ,for the impedance tensor. The 
results of the analysis showed that. the volt=amperes .for a given 
I 
network were a scalaro In tensor parlance,.this ,means that the volt= 
amperes we.re invarianto 'l1:hat is, when the co6rdinate system was 
subjected to a·linear transformation the volt~amperes did not change. 
Physi.cially, this is eY..actly as it should be, ,since the mere c:hoice 
, I 1 < 
of a different set of meshes in the anal;vsis of a network certainly 
does not alter the volt .. amperes input to the network. 
· The voltages or currents 'of independent brarn:::hes 'or meshes may 
be consi.dered as the orthogonal components of a generali.'zed space 
" I 
voltage or current vector. Perhaps the most common mult,:i.-mesh net= 
works are the variations of tb:pee:"'phase net:works. In Ch,.;1.pter:' VI, 
several three-phase networks were so'.)-ved illustrating .the correlat,ion 
between the orthogonal components of spac:e :vectors and. the elements· 
of 1-way matri.ces • 
,The method of· analyzing .net"works using matr;i.ces that was 
developed in Chapter;V was extended by the author iri Chapter VII to 
I 
apply to networks with nonsinusoidal applied voltages. The voltages 
were assti.rned to be such that they could be analyzed by the methods 
of fou:r.ier Analysis into the Fourier Sine Series. It was shown that 
the : harmonic co~onents of a nonsinuso:i .. dal f'unct:l.on ~ when e:iq:::>ressed 
! ' 
in complex vector notation, form an orth9gonal set. For a single= 
mesh network the k harmonics of the voltage or t'lurrerrt, span a ,k= · 
I 
dimensional orthogonal time sub,space of the 1-di:mens:ional voltage or 
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mr:rre:nt space vecto:rse The addition of meshes (or branches) merely 
changes the space 0 diniensior,,s of the V'oltage and cu:rT1,mt vector"s o · 
The method to be foll~we.d in solving single.,.mesh .circuits in 
whi.ch the applied voltage conta;ins harmonics' was devised in Chapt.er 
VIIo The orthogonal harmonic components of the voltage and ©urrent 
vectors were represent,ed by the elements of single"'column matrices. 
'l'he a=c impedances to the different ham.oni.cs were represented by . . 
the elements on the principal di~gonal of a 2-way di.9:gonal matrix. 
In extending the method of a:nalys:i1;, of Chapter V to mu:l,.t.i.=mesh net:,= 
works with nonsinusoidal applied volt.a.ges,itwas necessary to rec"" 
ogn:i.ze that the ma:tr::Lces of Chapter V were actually compound matrices. 
The submatrices (elements) of these compound mat:x":i.ces :formed the 
equations for each branch (or me:3h) in terms of the harmoni.c compo= 
nents of the branch (or mesh) voltage, current,and impedance. 
A tensor equation isan expression of the natural behavior of 
several associ.ated phys:i..cal quantities. It follows then that the-, 
form of a tensor equation is the srune for all analogous net.works. 
The tensor equat:i.ons in this dissertati.on ~\l'ere formu1ated for st,a= 
tionary networks. One o:f the most important aspects of tensor 
analysis ;is tbr:1t once a tensor equation has been formuJ . .ated for a 
given systemv exactly the same equation applies to all analogous 
syst.ems • Thus the tensor equations which have been established are 
va.li.d for all stationary networks. 
The analysis of · electric networks which b.a.s been developed in 
this trct::.i:;Lse us:ing matri.ces a.nd tensors is only a .fragmentary portion 
o:f the possil?le a.pplications'of these po~e:rftu tools in the solution 
of electrical engineering problems. E...'rlgineers are c:u.t'rently u.si.ng 
l.34 
matrix algebra more and more.in the analysis of electron tube and 
transistor circu:tt.s. There are myriad other I applications of these 
tools to networks s rotatir.g machinery, etd. With the ever increasing 
nwnber of variations in ci:i:'cui ts and equ:ipments which he must under~ 
' ' 
stand 0 it it, becoming increasi.:ngly imperative that the electrical 
engineer ·visualize physic.al laws in tensor form and think of t,he 
projecttons of te!').sors in different coordinate $ystems as matri.ces. 
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APPENDIX 
Ke;t to.Notation 
Real number .. A, D 
' , 
' . 
Comple::x! number ... Z, I 
"* "* Conjugate of, Complex,number - Z, I 
Real vector .;. j,'' A 
Complex vector .. I, 1 
.* "* 
Conjugate of complex vector.a i' ;1 
C~mplex contravariant vecto~· .. _ik 
• 
Complex covariant vecto_r ' - j]k 
Matrix having real elements' .. (CJ . 
• 
Matrix having complex elements-- [Z] 
Matrix composed o:t branch elements - [Z], [Ij_ 
• I • t 
Matrix co:rrq:.osed of mesh elements ... [Z ], [I J 
• • 
'rot.al current in branch one ... I 1 , [I1 ] -· • 
Second harmonic current in branch 'on~· ~ 2.J/ .. 
Transpose o:f·matrix ... [Zt] 
Inverse of matrix - [C- 1 ] 
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